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"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper'
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, May 17, 1934

New Series No. 234

President Asks 48
Million For_ T. V. A.

Mrs. Weatherspoon
Burial Sunday 2:30

Volurne CH; No. 20

ng School
INCOME TAX BILL Traini
M. H. S. GRADS TO 5000 Hear Dr. Morgan
May Day to Be
PASSED BY HOUSE
Held May 25 HEAR REV. SKINNER

Funeral ,,vices for Mrs. Leah
Ann Weatherspoon, 50 .years of age,
were held sunday-liftarftobtrikT
- The May. Festival' has- so long'
Governor's Mansion Guarded as
2:30. o'clock from the Martin's
been an vmual event at the Train- Exercises Begin Wednesday, Si;
Hearing on Sales Tax _
-A. Putnam to Give :Oen•-•
ing Reheat of Murray State Collet&
Chanel Church- --AlasFixed.
Is
Hurley was in charge of the sermencement Talk.'
that is- has become traditional.
•
vices. _ Burial was in the church
This year, in spite of a recent
FRANKFORTSS=Elfe-S-May--cemetery:
-:€4nnmet
arealles.
weinent
exerciaes. win
eplreitile
SSW • bf
Ernest Ifitley, editor-inohief et
Mrs.,Weatherspoon died Saturday 'Pig House today passed the state a lack of funds with which to plan begin at Murray High Wednesday,
•
the College News, official publtaTheo's* tax bill 85 to 8.
Mr. Pink MCCuiston, of the east
Western
the
at
State
Hospital
and execute an elaborate perform- May 23, with class day. A protion of Murray State College, was
side, near Brandon, last surviving
The income tax bill, recom- ance, the May fete
will be held. gram entirely different from the
elected vice-president of the Ken- following a six weeks illness. She
veteran of the Southern Armies in
mended by the legislative interim It is being done largely
because of usual routine form will be given
tucky Intercollegiate Press Associ- had been in bad health for several
Calloway county. was 88 years old.
committee, is intended to -raise the unwillingness of
the children at 5:30 P. M. on the Murray High
ation at a meeting of that group years and had been an inmate of
Mr. McCuiston entered the service
Three Others Would Be held at Transylvania Coliege in that hospital for only a short from $2,000,000 to $2.500.000 a year. in 'attendance at the Training campus.
of the Southern States at an early
It now goes to the Senate.
School to omit from the school
Started From AppropriaThe -Rev. J. E. Skinner will deLexington. Hy.. on Friday, and time.
age.
The House today voted to give calendar an event which
Surviving are a daughter, Miss
Speaker Quotes President
has be- liver the
baccalaureate sermon
Saturday. Bailey is a graduate of
tion Asked Tuesday
The Ledger & Times join hunthe merchants ac open hearing cotne to them
Weathersp
Mary
oon
and
son,
a
Roosevelt As Being Interan
indispensible Sunday evening, May 27, at 8
Murray High.
dreds of friends in wishing him
Holland Weatherspoon. She also before revenue and taxation com- function. The program which is o'clock in the school
ested in South
auditoriu
m.
A story from the College News leaves
WALDO AGAIN SETS
many happy returns.
proposed being planned and directed by the
a sister, Mrs. Susie Alton, mittee No. 1 on the
Monday night, May 28, is fun
UP PLEA FOR PERMIT was judged as the "best news and three brothers, Andrew Miller, emergency gross receipts tax.
Training School faculty is very night.
The annual clash of the
URGES PEOPLE TO
story': A gold key will be award- Martin Miller, and Haymon
With the galleries crowded with simple and in keeping
Miller.
with the two societies. 'Wataugan and ChickWASHINGTON, May 15-Con- ed the writer. The College News
merchants and their friends and small fund available
TRUST GOVERNMENT
for
expendiasaws,
will he especially interestgress was asked for an additional was seltreled third as the "best cola small 'group of unemployed, Rep. tures of this
type.,
ing as much rivalry is executed
The largest District assemblage
$48,000,000 by President Roosevelt lege paper" in Kentucky '
Bodes
Myers (13), Bowling
By a vote of the children in the at this
period of the year.-- The
today to carry through the govern"Student employment will con- that ever gathered in
Green, misted that'the hearing' junior high school
In the last three years the ColMurray
department of program will be held in the
audi- tinue during the summer months, greeted Dr. A. E. Morgan. chairment economic and social experi- lege News has never placed lower
be held in the . House __chamber the
Training
School,
Marilyn torium at 8 o'clock.
man
the
Of
ment. in the Tennessee Valley.
Tennessee
but
after
not as many students will be
than third in collegiate competi-adjournament today.
Valley AuMason, a ninth grade student, has
Prof. L R. Putnam, of Murray employed As during the fall semes- thority. as approximately
5.000
The President did not sa y how tion for the honor of having the
been - chosen queen Of the May
_
people
State College, will deliver the ter," R. E. Brbach. business manfilled the auditorium .-of
FRANKFORT, Ky., May 16- Festival this year.
the money was to be spent, but best college paper."
oSIMU Sawn Opened Friday
Her attendant&
commencement address Tuesday ager of Murray State College has Murray State College last night
A "riot squad" of about 20 mem- ate Nancey Mellen,
it was understood a large part of
At the round table discussion,
maid-of-honor,
right; Hostilities Resumed
Practically every available seat
evening. May 29, at 8 o'clock,
announced.
bers of the local unit of the Ken- and Helen Hire, Thelma
It would be used to construct new Ernest Bailey spoke on "An AdTonight,'4:45,
Ross, ReThe F, E. R.-A. will not continue was taken after additional, seating
tucky National Guard went on duty becca Farmer, Laura
Miss Jane Veal, daughter Of
dams on the Tennessee river and vertising Program." Bailey stressNen Nanny,
during summer, but there are hopes facilities has been arranged. Forty
at the executive mansion shortly Marjorie Wall, Martha
its tributaries. Congress gave•the ed the value of national advertisThe Vandevelde and "Ones Drug
Lou Hays, Mr. and Mrs. Lube Veal, of East
afternoon today.
'Tennessee Valley Authority $50,- ing, Make up-, and typography. Co. teams won the opening
Harriette Scoggin, Elisabeth Up- College street has the honor of of it continuing next fall. Mr. counties in the lower _T-enneske
games
Valley were represented.
The squad of steel-helmeted church,. maids-in
being valedictorian of the class of Broach added.
000,000 when it was created a He told of the "sliding scale" rate in the Murray Softball League last
-waiting.
The
The employment coMmittee ara
:30 this- mornie&spr..Mciryear ago.
used by the College News.
Friday night, defeating the .Rex- troops relieved the half dozen men crown hurter will be Rodney '34. W. T. Downs is salutatorian.
now tooltlfircase. the applications gan Made an inspection trip up
who had been on duty since early Drennon; the train
A movement has been under
bearers John
Those who attended the meet all and Bank of Murray squads
handed
in by students applying the Tennessee River from Pine
They were armed Neale Purdom and Robert Jackson
way for several months to obtain from the College News were: respectively in free scoring games. this morning
for positions ;this summer.
with clubi and _pistols and several Moser. The flower gtrts
Bluff with LTVA directors. -and
for the Tennessee Valley--Author- • Ernest Bailey. editor-in-chief; Ben- The attendance was 840.
Ire'Mirof them carried sub-machine guns tha Lee F,'ennebak
leading citizens of Murray and
ity funds with which to build dams nie LookofskY, sports editor; Frank
er, Janice CrawThe Plumbers defeated the Pill and machine
this section. • At noon today Dr.
rifles.
ford. 1.e.tretia
at Aurora isnoteg .and Plokwiek
Outland, aletty
Murray, Ky.. assistant: and Rollers 20 to 15 in the opening
Adjt. Gen. H. H. Denhart gave Yancy. Bobby Jane
aim4-14,9x44 wne guests at, a
Landing in West Tennessee and Joe Horrell. assistant editor.
Padgett, Philfracas while the Sales Taxers orders
to the troops to allow no Its Farmer. Mary Joe Kennedy
,;.,_,PodurePr; and will.
two reservoir dams in the upper I
and
humiliated the Interest grabbers one
to trespass on the mansion Alice Fay Keys.
make an inspection tour of. Paduii •
Graduating Class Depicted
tributaries of the river.
by
31 to 21 in the final spasm of the grounds
J. F. Gest, of the U. S. Depart- cab this afternoon.
or perk automobiles on
The program is to be given on
Program Directed by W. B.
In the case of the Aurora Dam A
evening.
the driveway running between.the the college campus,
ment of Agriculture, will complete
Dr. Morgan, speaking in the InMoser;
May
25,
To
at
Be
4:30
Campus.
on
the Authority had entered a pro At
The Drugstore cowboys commit- mansion and the capitol.
tests of Calloway county cows this terest of the
o'clock in the afternoon.
proposed Tennessee
test against granting a construe-.
ted It misplays as the Vandy team
The "Call to Citizenship" will be week. Mr. Gest has been in the river dam at Aurora Landing last
tion license to the Southern InQUARTET WILL SING
scored in each inning. The drugpresented on the Murray High county for thespest three weeks night said he thought the project
dustries and Utilities, Inc., which
gists led 13 to 8 at the end of the
School campus, Wednesday, May making tests for tuberculosis. He should be, part of the controlled
previously was granted a prelimRev. W. D. Daugherty, pastor of third but Weatherly bore down_
in
23, at 5:30 P. M. in honor of the has 21 counties in his. district and development of the Tennessee river
inary permit for this develop- the First Christian Church, May- the latter stages while
the Plumbwill 'return here after several valley. He added
graduating class of 1934:
that he believed
field, Ky., will preach in the ers kept up their scoring to forge
ment.
weeks for further work. The re- it "unwise to
W.
Russell-C
P..
make any ;promises"
hickasaw
.
Scientaugan
church
The
class
society
at
Almo
wanders
next Sunday after- ahead. '33; "Hobgoblin
into the forest port of ..the tests will
W. G. Waldo, president of the
largely
de- of the building of the dam at the
tific: Basketball
letterman '34; House" '34.
and is greeted by the Rabbit termine the
noon at 2:30 o'clock. He is an exTerry, of the Jones team, held
- company, said tonight:
milk rating of Callo- present _thee._ however.
Football '30, '31, '2. '33; Track '31,
cellent speaker and will bring a the Bank to one run in the
Prince. There is then a contest of way county
Randolph
TuckerWataugan
first
and
;
"Our company has no quarrel
will in turn affect
'32; All-state guard '33; Conference
great message.
"There As a great demand for
four innings while the,, druggists
Scientific; Manager of athletics '33, the flowers for the favorite of the milk prices on the markets.
with TVA. We have our own
guard '33, '34; District guard B. B.
class.
power and navigation on the TenThe
white
carnation
counted
'34.
Debating
A
13
male
times
team
is
quartet,
but
'31,
Weakened
'32;
composed
Extemin '34: "Marrying Belinda"
of stuplans for the immediate construc11:
nessee river at the present time."
poraneous speaking '34; Public dis- chosen and Iris calls the-rejected
tion of a dam in such a way as dents from Murray State College, the fifth and sixth-Thi permit the Crazy Now" '33; "The Villian
Still cussion '34; Officer of
Dr. Morgan said.
-These- two
Wataugan flowers up into the rainbow. The
'not to interfere with the program will sing two special numbers. Ar- bankers to count 19 times in the Pursued '34: President
of Froth society • '33; Officer
members of the class then search
points are my reasons' for belies'.
of
Freshman
of the TVA
All we ask is that rangements have been made to two frames.
dais '30; Vice-President of Sophoing that the construction of AuMonday night's games were
class '30; "Marrying Belinda" '31: for the pot of gold which contains
we be permitted to proceed with have a piano and a song leader
claim '81; Wadden...cif-jun/a
rora Dam is necessary."
Girl Lena"- '35 "I Willi I their fosiorss
. The
_ Nptari' aPour program as the lawful per- there will be a splendid song ser- rained - out. Parker Brno. was cress '32; President of
creep,.
Sinters
and buYen- Cif Aim
Settler class Won't"' '33; "Who's
pairs and the class will is made.
scheduled to play the 'Postoffice
Dr, Morgan pointed out that ft'
Crazy
s
Now"
county
met
mince under the Federal Water- vice before the sermon.
at
the
National Hotel
'33; Most popular Isciy
•
4r.
'33;
was possible for the. preielit ses.----"The Villain Still Pursued As darkness approaches'there ap- last Thursday night. About
Everybody cordially invited to while the newspaper boys were to
power Act.
thirtyMost valuable athlete '34. '
pears
a
vision of the State and five were
Her" '34; Pennant staff '32, '33, '34.
"Such funds as the Authority come out and enjoy the services. play the Model Cleaners. These
present and milk regu- sion of Congress to appropriate
Nation welcoming the new gradJane
Veal-Chickasaws Vocatilts will be played off Saturday
lations were explained by National enough money to start the bud'
Irene Jones-Chickasaw; ,Cornmay have available for Aurora
uates and pointing out to them
tional; Glee club '33. '34; .Viledic- mercial; Band
mg of the dam, but-not enough'to
men. Among the regulations that ,ing
/Dam could not be wisely expended MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH night.
'31; Glee club; Prettheir duties as citizens.
r -Games are on tap . for tonight torian '34; Pennant staff '33. '34; tiest girl '34: Snapshot annual.
will be enforced is the usage of complete it.
in construction of this chim until
The pageant is being directed open top pails that
Dr. Morgan said that there was
Sunday School at 9:30 A. M. E. and tomorrow night. This evening Vice-President of Chickasaw so-the plans for the development had
are easily
IL
L.
Hughes- Chickasaw; by W.
Vandevelde swings into action ciety 'S3; Secretary-Treasurer of
B. Moser, sponsor eif the cleaned. This will eliminate the possibly too much optimism as ,to
been definitely made.
We are B. Holland, superintendent
Scientific.
Training School: Viceadvised on good authority that
Morning Worship at 10:45. Ser- against the Bank of Murray while Freshman class '30; Secretary of President of Freshman class '30; senior class, and he is very ef- use of syrup pails, now commonly -the number of persons who would
TVA has not yet prepared such mon subject: "Walking with God." the Jones Drug Co. clashes with Senior class '33; "I Will, I Won't" Interscholastic contest (Algebra) ficiently aided by the entire facul- used. The use of rusty CailS will be employed.
"That's That" '31; "Hobgoblin
ty and student body.
be strictly prohibited, Many meas- . "I am greatly In Amor of the
plans. Whereas. min aav
-et-been Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M. Parker Bros. Tomorrow night Post- '33;
32. Murray High: Interscholastic
The- public is cordially invited ures, mostly for sanitary
office will meet Model Cleaners and House" '34.
ready in the form required by Sermon subject: "The
purposes, dam - being constructed under govcontest (chentistry) '34; InterAbundant The Ledger & Times
Arthur Sykes-Chickasaw;'Sciento attend this program.
ernment- central," Dr. Morgan said,
will engage
will be enforced.
law since last August. The delay Life."
scholastic
contest
(Geometr
'34.
y)
tific; Training School; Football
Dale & Stubblefield.
"but I do not advocate the buildwas caused by the protest entered
Hazel
Sammotis
-Chickas
aw;
VoThe pastor will preach at both
ing of the project by a private
Further improvements, have been '31: Baseball '31: President of
by the TVA.
•
cational; Home Ec. club '30; Glee
hours. •
concern."
made on the field. The bleachers Sophomore class''32; Murray High:
"When our license is granted
club
'33,
'34.
He quoted President Roosevelt
We hope to have a hundred have been staked off to keep the Football '33: Editor-in-chief of Antwitter provisions of the. federal
Tolbert Moore-Chickasaw; Scias being. interested in southern ,,
waterpoWer act. we are planning copies of the new Sunday School spectators off the playing field and nual '34; Treasurer of Senior class entific.
The Murray Baptist church has
to promptly finance the develop- Board Seng book. "Songs of Faith," additional bleachers have been in- '34; "Hobgoblin House" '34.
Willie Goosby, Negro, was placed states and as wanting' the dam
Mary Pullen-Wataugan; ScienIsabelle
Waldrop-- Wataugan;
fled.
constructed as asseieresen.-_e_S..-ehsess--probably the largest attendance at in jail Thursday on a charge
- ment under the rivers and har- for our preaching services next
tific; Training School; Hiking club
of
Softball is going over in Murray Classical; Training schoel; Latin
the Southern Baptist Convention storehouse breaking.
velopment in the.Tennessee valley,
Sunday.
bors act of 1930:'
Geosby
'30; Latin club '30; Secretary of
was
club '31; Murray High: Glee club
and not as a recovery project
that it has had in several years. arrested Thursday
Prayer meeting Wednesday ev- in, a big way and the league is
by Burman
Freshman class '29.
"Hobgoblin. Itouse:"34.
'33;
hopeful
that
Dr., Morgan suggested a plan .
The
the
initial
conventio
attendanc
n,
being
e
_FIRSI_DAPTIEIT CHURCH
held
Parker
after
at
ening at 7:30 R M.
Goosby was caught in
Clyde Ed Bagwell-Wataugan;
Yancey Bennet t- Scientific;
for the economical and social deFort Worth this week is being at- the McElrath & Ross
The Ladies meet at the church response will be continued.
building on
Commercial; Football '32. '33; Bas-Training -seheeli-Tetinis-testrft '32:
Scores of last
velopment of this district. He sag- Slinday --building each Tuesday afternoon
ketball '34; Track IT; Baseball tended by the following Murray North Third street.
Toy_ Bill,
members: The-key J. E. Skinner, Negro, was arrested
R H
E Secretary of Sophomore class '31:
Sunday School meets-ist 9:30 A. at 2:30 P. .M.
Sunday for
32, '33, '34; "Little Girl Lena" '32;
Vandevehle
velope its own factories and co332 451 2 ze 17
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Perdue, Mr. striking Equille. McGehee,
7 Band '30, '31; Boys' chorus '30. '31,
M. Classes for all, what better
The Girls meet at the church
Biggest bluff '34.
Negress.
Mixed chorus '30. '31.
418 010 1 15 12
o
and Mrs. T. L._Smith,.Mr.
gested
perativTh
Murray
essst Apa,t
.ee7 eacrja,
""minunY
could we do at this hour than Saturelay afternoon at 3;00 P. M. Ftexall
illitor
s-Peras
avir;-sio. -ssiShes--eraty-lfirte-'33:--ft
self-sustaining. Among the proChuiCEIT, Mrs. R
c
or
ug
You salinitways findailiT at home.
W.
entific;
JESSE
Bellhop '33; Student asHAMRI
CK
brough.
Will,
jects
Won't"
I
Churchill
'33;
"The
that could be developed In
Villian
and Ralph Churchill.
rath, superintendent.
All are invited.
sistant
in
office: "Enter
ADDRESSES SCHOOL communiti
the
Still Pursed Her" '34; Annual staff
R R
es, he said, included:
Morning worship at 11 A. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Perdue are also
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
Hero" '30; "Advertising for a HusJon.,
'34;„ Quartet '31. '32, '33. '34: Band
A factory to make starch 'from
140 86 9 4 31 23
with Dr. W M. Wood, secretary of
visiting their son. Paul, there And
band" 42.
Attorney
Jesse
Hamrick
addressRank
000 1910 1 21' 13 7 '32, '33; District winner cornet
sweet potatoes; create dry ice restate missions for Kentucky BapMETHODIST CHURCH
Sarah F..Marrs-Wataugan;,Com- the Churchills are visiting Mr. ed the faculty and student body
'34; Cornet solo '31, '32. '33, '34;
frigeration M. keep Mitts; begin
tists, giving the sermon. Dr Wood
mercial toutliside: French club: and Mrs. Sherwood Churchill. of of Murray High School last MonClass grumbler '34; "Hobgoblin
pottery factories; create storage
is well known in Murray as he
Mrs. Ellen Drinkard
Sunday School, 9:45 A. M.
Vocal.. Murray High: President of Fort Worth.
day
morning
at
.the
regular
chapel
houses for farm products and the
'34.
was for years pastor at Mayfield
Worship and sermon 11:00 A: M.
Is Painfully Injured House"
Wataugan society '34; Best allhour.
Mr.
Hamrick
gave
an inter- building of fertilizer
Isabelle Gilbert-Wataugan; Vofactories.
and has frequently preached here.
Subject of morning sermon.
around girl '34; Most studious girl
esting talk on the preparation for
"The plan of President RooseAll interested in our cooperative "Meaning of Sabbath Observance".
Mrs Ellen Drinkard. of Padu- cational; Glee club; Mixed chorus; '34; Glee club; Interscholastic
life
and,
the necessity of education velt in
conhis TVA program." the
program will avail themselves of
Evening worship: Young People. cah, was painfully injured last Girls' sextet '32, '33; Girls' trio '32, test- (shorthand) '34; InterscholasMiss Juliet Holton, pianist, is to and application in achieving great administrator said, "was to
'the Privilege of hearing Dr. Wood. 6:45 P. M.; preaching 7:30 P. fid
deThursday near Dixon, Tenn., when '33; "The Villian Still Pursued tic contest (piano) '34; Editor-inthings.
Mr. Hamrick has made velop
be presented in a recital' at the
a project to be used as a
The B. Y. P. U. meets at 7:45
Our Children's Day Program has she was pulled from an automobile Her" '34; Cheer Leader '33: Cheer chief of Pennant '34; "Hobgoblin
several addresses in the county
Murray
College
Leader
of Wataugan Society '33;
auditorium May
yardstick of .cost,..ao that the conP. M. with R. W. Churchill, Super- been postponed until the closing onto the highway as she opened
House" '34.
and recently spoke at Hazel High
21.
sumer would know what is a fair
intendent.
The Sunday school of school.
the door of the machine. „Mrs. Anibal staff '34; Most popular girl
T.' D. Wall-Chickasaw; Scienschool.
price for his products.
The program follows:
teacher training class ,taught by
Besides
Mid-week service, Wednesday Drinkard, whose home is in Padu- '34; "Hobgoblin House" '34.
tific. Training School: Football '31;
Pogue Outland-Wataugan: Scipaying for power, the producer is
"Sonata
Op. 26",
Bro. J. H. Thurman meets at 6:45. 7:30.
Beethoven;
cah, had been visiting relatives
Baseball '31. Murray High: FootCHANGE
S MADE IN
now paying also for watered stock
"Sonata A Major", Scarlatte: "InA large attendance is urged.
A cordial invitation to visitors. near Nashville and was accompa- entific; Sophomore play '30;-One ball' 32, '33. '
CRIPPLED TOTS CLINIC and bribery of public
termezzo, Op. No. 4". Brahms;
Evening worship at 7:45 in charge
officials.
nied by her son. B. B.. who, was act play '30; Junior play '31; FootGwendolyn
O. A. Marrs. Pastor
Berry-Ch
ickasaw;
This would serve to end that."
"Intermezzo, Op. 119 No. 3",
of Dr. Wood.
driving and her daughter, Mrs. W. ball '32. '33: Hest looking boy '34. Classical: Glee club; Mixed
chor- Brahme
Arrangem
ents
for
the
LaNelle
transporSires
"Let
-Chickas
the
aw;
"Liebestae
governme
Vo- us: Interscholastic
Tuesday
l",
nt take over
WagnerB. Gilbert.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Mrs. Drinkard re(violin) '31, '32, Lisz
tation of crippled children to the power, generate it, sell
t;
"Arabesque',
The Woman's Missionary Society
Debussy;
it. The
ceived severe bruises about the cational; Glee club; Mixed chorus; '33, '34; "I Will, I Won't"
'33;
"Hobfree
clinic
to
beheld"I
Paduin
Will,
TVA
I
Won't"
"Music
is
'33:
"The
Box", Liadou; "Malaguena",
trying to carry, through a
Villian goblin
meets at 2:30 P. .M. in their reSunday school at 9:30. W. Z. body and a painful injury of the
House" '34.
cah,
Wednesda
May
y,
23,
will
Still
be
Pursued
project,
Her" '34: Stunt '32;.
not pork, but good busispective circles. Mrs. W. T. Sledd. Carter, superintendent. Come
James Huie-Chickasaw; Scien- Lectina; "Concerto F Minor", Cho- handled from Dr. J.
and shoulder. She is being treated Band.
A.-Outland's ness." He explained that no poll.
pin.
Sr., president.
bring others.
at the Mason Hospital.
tific; Football '33, '34; Track '30,
office.
An
article
on
the
front ticsis manipulating this project
Ralph
McCuiston-Wautaugan; '31.
Wednesday
Preaching by the pastor at 10:45
page of section 2 states that SenScientific. Training School: ColIn Tupelo, Mississippi. he said
Prayer meeting at 7:45 followed A. M. and 7:30 P. M. Choir
.Mary
B.
will
Shelton
-Chickas
ator
aw;
T
O.
Turner
will handle all that power was being distribute
lege band
'32; Secretary of
by teachers meeting at 8:30. Bro. sing "Ti Deum" by Tompkins at
d
Classical.
Aline:
"Reid
Headed
transporta
tion arrangements but to customers for a little
Freshman class '30; Baseball '30:
J. H. Thurman in charge of the the morning service, and "The
less-thanStep-Child' '30; "With the help of
due to the fact that Mr. Turner half the former rate.
Track
'31,
'32;
Mixed
chorus
'30.
prayer service.
Heavens Are Telling" by Hayden at
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill.. May 16- '31: Boys chorus '30, '31; Murray Scotty" '31.
Instead of sending young men
Next Saturday, May 19, ill the will be in Frankfort, it is necesRegular services the 'following the evening hour.
Herman
Outland- Wataugan;
Hogs, receipts 9,000; market slow, High: Band '33; Football
regular monthly Trade Day at sary that Dr. Outland and other to Detroit, he reiterated Mr.
'32, '33; Commercial;
Sunday, May 27, with' the pastor
W. D. Daugherty will preach at opened
Stunt
'32. '33; Student
5 to 10c higher, "desirable Quartet '33, :34.
members of the committee handle _atitooyelt'ws
an
e thoefy keepingbethem
in the pulpit.
Almo next Sunday afternoon at
iw
office assistant; Boys' quartet '34: Hazel. Several merchants are of- this matter.
160 to 220 lbs. $3.50ii3.60; top $3.60.
Charles T. Yarbrough-Chickhome where
fering extra values for that day
A cordial invitation is extended 2:30 o'clock. Quartet will sing.
may
Annual
staff
'34: Pennant staff '34;
No action on heavier weights. asaw; Scientific; Baseball
as economically independent under
and two firms, J. E. Littleton &
'21. '32. Interscholastfc
to all to conic worship and pray. "Chirstian
Endeavor
at
contest (bookkeep6:45 light lights or pigs, except few '33. '34; Football
Billie Loyd Waldrop, little son a reorganized
'32, '33; Basket- ing,
Co. and Turnbow Drug Co., are
"Come Thou with us and We will o'closik Sunday evening.
system. Large capi._
vocal solo) '34.
100 lb. pigs at $2.00; packing sows ball-34: Scholarship '(physics)
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Waldrop,
has re- talists go into small commuett
giving prizes.
'34;
do Thee Good"
r_e_ey_er meeting WedsesdaY
ie,
mostly 12.66404.-84)
Classcovered
night
from
a
case
of diphtheria. with their factories but take
The Littleton Company will give
-•
-Skinner, Pastor at 7:30.
the
ical Training School: Music CulCattle. receipts 1.800; calves 1,- dent Freshman class '31;
money and stock back to the popuVice-Presaway a 26-piece set of Silver"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME". 200;
steers strong to 15c higher; ident Senior class '34: "The VII- ture club '30; Glee club: Latin. ware
Artie Waldrop was operated on lation centers,
NOTICE MASONS
and the Turnbow Drug Co.
he declared.
E. B. Motley, Pastor,
club '30._ Musray High: Glee club.
mixed yearlings and heifers strong Ian Still Pursued Her"
Sunday at the •Clinic for abcess in 'Coming Pack
'34; Presito the Aurora nth,
Oliver Cherry-Wataugan. Com- will give away an Aladdin Lamp. his Side.
to 25c higher; cow stuff steady'. dent of Chickasaw society
ject, he explained" thee- The plank 77'34: Best mercial;
Trade Days have been held in
meeting
Regular
of Murray
The prayer meeting at the
"Hobgobli
n
hulls
House" '34,
strong and vealers 25c high- all-around boy '34.
First
_would
furnish
Hazel
each third Saturday for
very little power
Lodge F. & •A. M. No. I05. Mon- Christian church was changed
Crutchfield High: Tennis team '31;
to er; a few Steers $7.354-0.50; mixed
Mr. and Mrs. Will Lamb and during midsumme
Agnes Kemp--Wataufan; Classiseveral months and have been so
r when the Ohio'S.
day evehing at 7:30 o'clerk. Work Thursday night this week on
President of ' Agriculture
ac- yearlings and heifers $5.001t6.25; cpl. Training- Schoot
daughter
club.'
visited
Mrs.
A.
M.
Walriver
is high. but that with trans..Latin club President
successful that Hwy will be conlitfirst degree.-U. G. Starks. Mao- count of the Morgan meeting at
of Sophomcire
?he toir'heifers -SSW 'POW! F85113.75; '30. '31: Glee club
drop
cliss;
and
family
last
week-end,
,,
mission lines itom the other dams .
'30. II; Mixed -Eyes
"ter, W. Z. Carter, ecy.
college auditorium.
of Love" '30; "Let's Get tinued indefinitely. ,
low cutters $1.25iii2.00; -top sausage chorus '30, '31;
they could be riftwie...very valuable,
Sextet '31; Inter- Married"
-Miss Reubie Wear will make a bulls $3.15;
'31; "Polly Wants a .•
top venters 13lif.; nom- scholastic contest (Algebl'a)
.Nine'acres of lespedeza se'ricea.
He discusseti the two types
'21. Cracker"
Elwood Holcomb was a- week- talk on "Dorcas, the Practical
Mr David Hutchins and fam- grown In rows'
'32
inal range. slaughter steers $4.25Q Murray High:
In
Jefferson coun- dams. namady. Op-stream
Pennant staff '33:
end Oisitor in Paducah.
Christian." Come and hear her.
ily visited Mr. and Mrs. W. O. ty', produced
9.00; slaughter ‘heifers $3.50108.75. Annual staff '34;
firi• pounds of seed Where Poi;eer may be
Treasurer of Wa- 4C-continued on Back Page, Sec.
stored _up_414
- I/ -Vaughn last Sunday.
to the sere.
(Continued to; Be
page. SeR314

in Dam Talk Last Night

0 ewt
sN
AURORA " C°114Ititor Honored
lifetUDED IN
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see- y
a few
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:
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Last Confederate
Veteran 88 Today

40 COUNTIES
OF LTVA ARE
REPRESENTED

Students- To Get
Employment

VANDY, DRUGGISTS
WIN FIRST ,GAMES

SCHOOL PAGEANT
Gest Makes
NEXT WEDNESDAY J. F.Cattle
Tests Here

I

•-

1..Rev. W.D.Daugherty
Almo Sunday, 2:30

.50 up

Sketches of Seniors in Murray -High

I

Cream Testers
Meet Thursday

„

Baptists Attend
Willie Goosby
Southern Meet Placed in Jail

:!e to

.50

•

To Give Recital

NiglTt

E! in its •
1 XlltY
eepinlf
bedS!
at this

Trade Day at
Hazel Saturday

Livestock
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Brook's Chapel

Atihne10:-as Callins?
Loapertaist PrOvinibb
of Tobacco Contract

Jm likansey, neer parts. Tenn.
VIM bUrled here in.the Curd grave
7ard
Illenney. of Fulton. attended
the her* services of his brother,
Jim 141011Wi. here May 4Mr. Deugherty and, family and
Mrs. WWI* McClain attended the
btlrial services' of Phillip Anderson at Olive May 6.
Mrs. Mat Chadwiak is staying
with Mra, Phillip Anderson on
lib-rdin Route 2.
John Culver went to Benton
May 7 to attend the land sale but
no land was sold_
Mrs Mollie Starks of Benton.
-firaste-4.- is ..eisitinc-in-litris wield/hand at
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Jones and
brother, J. W. Jones. attended, the
funeral services of Phillip Anderson id Olive May 6.
and Mrs. Nudie Neat are rejoking over Suer first arrival. a
"e boy
salohn. Ramsey and Robert BurkW) hauled some for the new
highway from Hardin to -Eggner's
Perry while the ground was too
wet to plow.
77lie sawdust is nearly all hauled
agelly from the Griffin mill stand.
cents per load wow paid.
on:-It was Mrs. Mal
finishing the flower garden
Instead of Mrs. atriblee-My
he McClain is finishing
-r-fritaibibP quilt.
+Stern planting is the hustle of the
ae. Some have planted cotton.
-Van I therefore become your
tgehY. because I tell you the
onsor Gal. 4:16.
rruth is tough: It will not
.ask like a bubble. at a touch;
pas nay kick it around all day.
Of a football, and it will -be
'and full at evening."-Oliver
11111Indeli liolmes.-"Old Glory".

A SALE THAT SHRIEKS VALUES!
SPECIAL PURCHASE SALE!

For Dress, Semi-Dress and
Work

98c

Early Buyers
5-Piece Crystal Glass Table Sets

Load Yourself Onto This
Trainload Sale of

DRESSES

Splendidly made in -light and dark
Sixes 311 to 44. Choice of-

SUMMER SUITS

$2"

Just Drudgery

Men's $5.95 Tropical Poplin

colors.

TAILORED

WIDE LEG STYLES WITH
SEPERATE WAISTBANDS

One-piece and jacket dzesses, sheer,
printed, dotted, striped. figured silks,
plain crepes and combinations.
IMPORTANT NEW STYLES THAT CAN El
WORN ALL REASON, VaWliIIR4641144113
14 TO U. COME ALONG AtjeD

CUFF BOTTOMS

REAL CHIC HOSE

WHOLEGALAXY OF BEAUTIES
WORTH DOLLARS MORE"

IN

DEEP POCKETS

-SUMMER SUITS

$1.98

Solid' color and striped coverts.
Oils checks. Stiftt cloth le zebra stripes.
Pomona Seerseckers:
Flake Pattern crashes.
Sanforised 'ouintgs.
Government khaki.
Pepperell and

GET BUSY!

40MNSSIONERS

SALE

SENSATIONAL Train/load Sale Women's &

Misses'

SPORT OXFORDS

FULL FASHIONED
Crystal clear chiffons, dull-toned
substantial service weight; new
xprlpg shades. -You'll marvel at
the lovely quality. -Picot and
lace tops.
"PERFECT" QUALITY

BEACH SANDALS
White mesh, white crepe, leather soles,
covered soles. PER PAIR
98
QC
---Planciared. Instep buckle strap. laced. "Nudist" and cut-t
a
Leather lined. Cuban
The season's rev andsselli
--where at $1 98 the pair.heels_
Sizes 3 to 9. Some in 2-color combinations.
GIRL'S $1.00 BEACH SANDALS
'PAIR
69c
-Lots of white in cool, popular, summery footwear for girls.
Plenty
of styles and, oh, how comfortable they feel. 9 to large 2
sizes. Deb
or spring heeb.
Women's- 29c Run-rt...ist

71 dozen 29c

R:tvon

.-*

Panties and Step-ins
260 pieces only

Chardonized

HOSIERY
Dull tone, 260 needle
guage

15c

17C
,Del-tistered- frhardonized)
Fine quality rayon _in. mis- rayqp
ses' and, worpep's
unlaistvi_ Naming - ahasiei
e -ItItitiftf3r
-shet*r and service weight.
panties, scanties
iregula.Fnch
& Sizes- 8 1-2 to 10.
step-ins. Lace and -applique trims. Peach, rose &
Women's 79c
pink. '

Stunning, Practical and
..New

MILLINERY
100 BEST NEW
STYLES!

Silks, straws, peanits,
matrons, shovel brims,
hemp*, pastels, colors,
baby face. bretons,
AND ONLY-,

si
Genuine No 12

49c pair
washable,
jar 75c values

regu-

Girls' 25c

Silk Crepe Panties
10c pairs

5.

Wash days coming round . .
seemingly . . . every other .day
and with all of the other necessary %mit of housekeep
soon becories drudgery. ing, it
Year laundry can do the gseatest service in eliminating drudgery.

Trainload Purchase
SALE!
MEN'S $3.00 and $4.00
SPRING

MURRAY
LAUNDRY

Oxfords

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
Calloway Circuit

Well known
mention the
name.

PHONE

,

Goodyear Welt.Soles
PAIR-

$it98
All black or white with black
trim; guaranteed solid leather
throughout; leather or rubber
heels.
6 to 11 1-2 sizes

40-inch Solid Color

Summer Voiles
For dresses, lingerie, pajamas &
blouses. Choice of delicate tint

Priscilla Ciirtains
79c set

Mic Yard Wide

Summer Broadcloth

Cheilo'fi aid Play
Suit Materials
Assorted stripes in_eheviot 0.
K. chambray cheviot play s;
cloth
in stripes and checks.

FRENCH
9c yd.
irriss
with cushionsu,awals
dots; 2 1-3 yards
long
•
72x20 Size
$1.O Values .
Bleach
ed Sheets
"Father George" and "Product;"
85c quality bleached sheets:
Brand"
have wide hems and arc full
size.
MUSLIN
49c
Choice of Father George. unbleached. or, Product Brand fullbleach muslin, worth 15c the yd.
$1.98 Brassiere-Top
---36 inches wide, full weight and'
perfect; cut from new befits.
Corselettes
Silk brocaded; in soli styles of
9c yd.
fastenings: brassiere tops and inner belt styles; 32 to 50 SliCs,
Sale of 1,200 yards
well known makes.

98c

NEW PRINTED
SILKS

35c Contilatago

39 inches wide
Choose these
beautiful fabrics for rtleVkile
your new summer dresses, bkras-

es. pajamas, etc. All 39 inches
wide, all silk, in Mexican stripes,
scroll, florals and Dresden
prints; washable; guaranteed
fast colors.

77c yard
Yard Wide "Piedmont"

BROWN MUSLIN

J.Cic grade: hasvy,..-tirin# -woven.
and sreboth finish muslin. Limit
20 yards.
4,

6c yd.
tic Plaid

Dress Ginghams

Checks and plaids, clear, bright
fast colors, Full 32-inch widths.
Mill close-Out
10c yd.

Court

M. M Moore,

manufacturer's

NEW CURTAINS

303

R. M. Pollard

Ruffled Marquisettes
This carload sale price offers the Serviceable quality in all the
opportuni
to brighten your wanted plain shades, for dresses,
draped curtains-and bedspreads. rooms andty windows
at big say- 'lets and blouses, fast colorsUsed extensively_ for _ surincese legs
2 1-2 yd.
-stress blouses, etc. Regularly sells lengths In ecruincludes
ivory,
or
colored
12c yd.
it 25c the yard. Sale priceor plain with rayon insets.
15-cent
17c yd.

or deep colors. Full 40
Fine silk crepe, lace and shades
Inches wide and fast. Usual
price
25c
per yard. Our sale
applique trims; 3 to 8
Borden's 35c
sizes. Flesh and peach price15c yd.
Solid Color Piques High lustre taffeta slips colors.
with ecru lace trim tops &
and Printed
lec "Lacerda",•
and hems. California or
49c Silk Uplift
straight.styles; bias cut,
Dimity
Dress
Pjritits
BRASS RS
Made by Pep
1. High count
Make winsome, cool and smart All sizes.
_prints, vat dy.. 20 new bolts in
25c
sunimer frocks or blouses. Fast
summer
terns
for infants,
colors in light tints: also prints
Best selling styles, elastic ad- Voisin
or women's wash
White Berets
. dainty pattern - effects 'for
'Notable straps, back fastenings
;
Tull
yard
wide. Sale
grown-ups and children's garnon-skid shoulder straps, 90 I*
29c .
ments
.. -38 WNW
Rayon, crepes and silks.;_
I4c yd.
25c yd.
36-ift Ific
chic nevv styles, all sizes. -:1 ,
Tudor Cret
32-inch Fast DSc
Children's to 35eWhy bother making their dress- Will make excellent dr
slipCheck
Ginglsains
OVera,
pillows,
CUFF-TOP
bed ,ering and
es when you can buy these faquilt.- tops. Lig
mous
end dark 1900 line -Amoskeag. Ginghems:
grounds with
Id flower de- worth 20e the yard. Check ging-MING TOY"
ANKLETS
stenshams are popular now and we
Girls' Frocks
show large or small checks for
1-2c yd.
Chardonized and rayon
plaids)
in pink, orchid, green,
98c
maize, blue, purple, black, etc.
plaited
!gill Close-Out
I
7 to -14 and 3 to 6 sizes
Sale priceLawn -prints, silk taffeta, ririn' 19c
10C to 19c-Pair,
'Printed Voiles 8c
a
voiles, broadelotha, -Orga
14c yd.
Choice Of 801k1 colors, trims, Bows and puffs, .1
per
White, candy stripes'with styles. Pique_ 1.rizns
55c Imported
Includes Ilacir'..dot
. vote
,matching cuff'toils or Ianer printed dittinirs,. so all
ha
Solid
.
Color Linens
Girls'
Ne
ra.
as
and
ur01110,r
e%
cy contrasting color tops:
.tccatsS (.1 39 -inan
Imported Irish dress fabrics.
wi
cdentity
-She
-sizes 5 1-2 to .and 6 to
Wa9ti
isiserely urge iita.intmliate pus new, di/ft./eras-and how they do
1 chase
a( this.te/h;
10._
Ilress unc Aist„.4Soh01
ESSE5
-- -014
tints, white, rose, blue, green,
6-7 to 14 sizes,
oleize, orchid and brown. .The
*
•
WOMEN'S 50c HAND MADE
and 79c qualities
-post eopular summer season
fabric: WECIAL-45,4* Ve
Pretty, gay prints in
Porto Rican Gowns
-39c ycl:
straight
line,
belted
and Ns no. iroing
Appliqued and embroidered by
smart
hand
jumper effects: short puff for
sleeves; organdy,'pique & gre:tZfnrnecir'4oitirl
:00%
"
1111- ikI
straig
29c • ,
t
e
yard wide; guar
StandardticlrstraTicking
st
Peach arid
'
broadcloth trims.
White dainty hand
t
price
..M1 colors
werk. Asscktlid sizes for women,
19c id '10c yd.

Silk Taffeta Slips
59c

Men's cool, Mynah poplins, in ct cam. tan or aline; also
flake dot crashes. Pomono mid Silted sunnier millings.
hagg1 tailored; ossaw-peari hationa-smai-lined coats and
inner watsfilluads of serge satin. 35 to 44 sizes.
GUARANTEED NOT TO SHRINK'

Japanese

Momme Pongee-FABRIC GLOVES Natural color No. 12 momme
pongee: makes up into elegant
White, Eggshell, Biege

$395

CHARGES REASONABLE

YOUR HAT IS
HERE!

"Nudist" and'

For Many Housewives...

69c

SALE OF SUMMER SHOES
AAA to E widths, 3 to 9 sizes, Lots of Whites, t1 QQ
New blues, Grays, Beige, and Combinations
gp •uo
ALL STYLES ... ALL LEATHERS . .. PLENTY
OF PERFORATIONS
You never saw such an array of high-class models at a price ei negligible. Well made, Goodyear
straps ties, and oxfords; sports dress and style lasts, in pumps,
1,100 pairs go in this senantional sale and regardless of footwear.
what
you
are
in
habit of paying -.
the-sbass you want for summer are here_ Expertafitting
guaranteed.

Young Men's and Conservative Styles.

walk the "WOW service French
beset and ralaSorced soles and
toes.
MIRROR CLEAR CHIFFON. Pr.

"Here is Where You Get Half Your Money Back"
Up to $3.95

__

• A part of the West - half of the
S. E. Qr. cif See 8. T. 2. R. 3 East.
better known as 20 acres of land.
5e5ng all of tat part of land deeded to M. L. Chum by T. M. Tsrince.
__Ir
ournirutt
a ,Jand , that lies south .oLthe
y and Mayfield road, con.
acres, mom or
ng twenty
ArsO one I* acre of ranir
out- of same Q:r Sec. and T. and R.
Ise)scribed as beginning at the N
(korner of the above twenty i20i
acres of land in the middle of the
Iiiiurray and MaelleId road; thence
S.fotniéen 4 14* rds; thence in an
tastern Direction eleven and onehalf t Ilk) rds.: thence -N. fourten (14) rds.: thence W. eleven
end one-half int,' rds. to beginng. containing one-1-1) acre. Also
• a Part of the W. half of the S. E.
r. Sec. 8. T 2. R 3 Fast. that
jail of land deeded to M L-Chure
17 1' M. Prince Sept. 20th. 1888.
kid lies S of Murray and May, fieleroad and tinthin the folloalig boundary. to-wit: Beginning at
a avast at the -N. W. Car- of the 1
tWenty 420) . acre tract above
.• ;owned. thence S. sixteen ...is) rods
ea- a stake S. sixteen '1(0 rds. to
g stake: thence N. eight ifS) rds
lD the middle of Murray and May- '
field road; thenoe East thirty-three
733) rods to a stake; thence Ws
with said road to beginning, containing two and seventy-six One
kundreth'
76-100) acres and
being all of that part of land deeded to T. C. Niit• by. T. J. Wright
Being the same land by which "the
aecedent derivedstitle' 'from g. E.
Mainline and wife, Ola Mainline.
ty 'deed dated October M. 1918.
recorded in Deed Hoek 47, muse 97
lount-y- Clerk's office of Calloway
_County. Kentucky.
For the purchase price the purataser must execute bond with
sipprm;ed paCusitiet, .bearing legal
rnterrst from -the day._of sale un*1 paid. and having the force and
judgment.- Bidders..ivill
elect 0th,
be prepared to -comply
seith *sir terms.- George
Hart,
Master Commissioner

Koop Cool---Drese Well and
Save Mersey enThese
MEN'S

94.90 values, pre-shrunk. Sanforised
Seersucker', fine Linen Crashes.
White, grey. tan and black on \elite:
handsomely tailored and styled to the
minute; 35 to 44 sizes; patch pockets;
roll lapels, single breasters, for men
and young men.

200 ADVANCE SUMMER

SPRING AND ALL
SUMMER WEAR

FOR

"-

Calloway Moat Cowl
""
easel Adams, et al.,
Plaintiffs
Judgment
a By virtue of a judgment and
g-der of sale of the-Calloway Cirant Court rendered at the Aprilterm thereof. 1934, in the above
• use for the purpose of division
of property and costs herein exfiended. I shall rsoceed to Offer'
for sale at the court house door
121. Murray. Kentucky. to the highest bidder at public auction, on
Monday. the 28th day of Mar.
D34. at 1 o'clock or thereabout
Same being county court day).
goon a credit of six months, the
following described property. being•Iying in Calloway County.

FREE!I

This beautiful 5-piece, etched process design set
consists of bow platter,
one sugar. one creamer, one salt and pepper; in
either green or crystal. This wonderful $1.00 set is handsome design,
FREE to every customer making a purchase of $5.00 or more.
ONE SET PER CUSTOMER

$1.69 Values

in age.

V

To Encourage

PER PAIR

4..•••••w

•

FREE'

MEWS -PANTS

Surfacing Begun on
Farmington Road
'71Fork began last week on the
IlInfacing of' the Farmington to
clOves-Calloway county line road
M. B. Hackney. supervisor of a
of state highway workmen
ads short distance will casnplete
II Mayfield-Murray road through
eadwater and Farmington and
CU be several miles shorter to
Ma.“ieki. The road from Mayfield to Farinington has been
ma',elled and was re-surveyed and
worked last year removing most
tat the curves and bettering the
Wes_

The acrOalls plaated to tobacco
In 1934 must not exceed your
lotted acres. The tobacco fields
should,. therefore, be accurately
measured by all growers who Ingeed • /eduction contract
The marketing of tobacco from
the 1934 crop also Must not exceed the production allotment. If
there is an excess of production
above the allotment, the grower
agrees to dispose of it at the direetioe of the Secretary of Agriculture.
The grower also agrees that thei
astral acreage planted- to tropic to i-n
be harvested. on the film in 1934
pus the rented acres, shall not be
greater than the acreage so planted in 193.1 us. 1933. whichever is
larger.

TICKING
8-ounce;

proof.

35c

value;

feather-

23c yd.
35c "Sparta"
9-4,,Sleeting
Broti or Bleached

5c yd.

First quality: 81-inch width

Window Shades.'
37c
`4 KNICKERS
'

Boys' 31 00 Linen
Natural linen color:
made
and easily laundered, well
have elastic top and knees; 10 to
18 sizes.

69c

Plaintiff.
Vs. Judgment.
J. P. Moore, Marion Dunn. Tom
Langston, Herbert Hill and Jim sa
Paschal,
Defendants.
By virtue of a aanent and
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court, rendered at the April
term thereof, 1934, in the above
cause for the purpose Of payment of
$867.37 with interest at the rate of
6 per cent from July 27th. 1932,
which amounts to on the 27th day
of April, 1954 the sum of $737.37,
and that he is further indebted to
the plaintiff in the sum of $29.05
for taxes paid by the plaintiff for
the defendant, which plus interest,
amounts to the sum of $31 00, making a total sum due the plaintiff •
of $76837 and costs herein expended; I shall proceed 'to offer for
sale at the court house door' in
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder at public auction, on Monday, the 28th day of May. 1934, at
1 o'clock or thereabout (same beteg. CO=ty
,1.
7
.t• day), upon a
credit of six months, the following
deaeribed property, being and IYw

toWit
Commencing at J. H. Moore's S.
W. corner on Kentucky and rennessee state line and running
Thence North with said Moore's
line three and one-half (3,21 degrees West, thirty-four and twofifths 434 2-5) poles to a stake;
thence eighteen i 18) poles and six
461 feet eighty-four 1844 degrees
S. W. to a stake; thence South
forty-four (44) poles to a stake;
thence two (2) poles to a stake;
thence South to the Kentucky and
Tennessee date line: thence east
With state line twenty 420/ Poles
and six (6) feet to the beginning
corner, containing eleven and
ttiLee-fourtha (Elk) acres. see
Deed Book 30. page 442, Calloway
County Clerk's office.
Being lot No. three 4 3 and
bounded as follows, on the South"
by C. M. Paschal, on the East by
J. P. Moore; on the North by W.
J. Erwin; on the West by Lot No.
two 42) commencing twenty-one
421) poles, North of the N. E.
Corner of Lot No. one Os at that%
S. W. corner; thence East fort.)
eight (48) poles to a stake thence
North fifty-eight (58) poles and
seven (7) feet to a stake; thence
Poles and seven (7) feet to a stake
West forty-eight -(48) poles ta• a
stake; thence Seadh_fifty-enght 458,
The 'beginning point; containim.
enty (20) acres more or legs. Sec
In@bd Book 53, 50 Calloway County
Clerk's office.
• For the perchase price (he purchaser must execute band with
approved securities, bearing legal.
interest from the day of sale until paid, and having the force and
effect of :
41krigmer
!t- Bidderg
will be pre
..to comply promptly with ,thega terms.--'-George S.
ran. Mirter_Apromissioner.
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Mrs. G. B. Scott presided over, Arts And Craft Club
IS. Charlie Agnew and his orches- siajge setting
the faliewhill program
arranged by Walter Manta, the - home of Mrs.
The May meeting of the 'Arts tra, direct form the
W. H. Nell Alexander, City High,
Stevens Hotel. Wuster tied& the direction of
honor- and. Mrs. J. D. Sexton, Prof and
"The
Collect"—Mrs. ....Barnett and Crafts , was
Miss Mason.
Mrs. Mason, Miss Ola able mention.
held with Mrs. Chicago, will play.
Margaret Wooldridge of the art Brock,
Wear
Mrs. A. B. Austin, Ur. and Mrs.
E. J. Beale last Wednesday. The
and Miss Clara Rimmer
department—Marvin Wilkerson.
•
Diukuid...Jr., Dr. and Mrs. W.
were hosts for the occasion.
Reception Given For
Poems—Miss Emma Helm,
'beutifully, decorated rooms proThe Reubie Wear Sunday School
IL Mason, Mr_ and Mrs. Hall-Hdtar
Vocal Numbers—Miss Clara Rim- vided a lovely setting for the arDr. And Mrs. A. E. Morgan
Mrs.
G.
T.
Woman's Club Closes Year
Hicks
was
leader
and
Class of the First Christian church Eusellan
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Beale.. Dr. and
Clam Meets
directed a most enjoyable and
The Murray Woman's Club held mar, accompanied by Miss Lillian tistic flower arrangements. A most was entertained'hat Friday evening
The local Aurora am Club and Mrs.
The Euzelian Class of the First well planned
E. B. Houston, Mr. and Mrs,
admired contribution was a yase
It's last business meeting of the Watters.
but
round
of musical Murray State College jointly gave
at the home of Mrs. L D. Williams Baptist
Harry Sledd.
church had its regular contests. They came
"Tribute"—Mrs. Caaisti Butter- of blue Lohengrin iris and sy- on North Fourth
y'ear Thursday afternoon at the
in the follow- a reception at the Boys' Dormitory
street
with
Mrs.
meeting. Monday &ening, at the ing order:
ringe. The Gertrude iris alone was
A group of the college faculty
worth.
home of Mrs. E. J. Beale.
Wednesday evening honoring Dr.
Williams, Mrs. John Clopton and home
of Mrs. Harry Sledd with
In entrance hall and
and the following members of the
the tall Mrs. Myrtis Walker as
and
First—"
Mrs.
Musical
An infdrmal social hour followDuring the business hour Mn
A.
Romance
E.
Morgan
',
of
blanks
hostess.
Antioch Callow
Mrs Hugh McElrath arid Miss
stately Isolene iris in the dining
ay County Aurora Dam comwere filled in with musical terms. and Dayton, - Ohio.
Those present were:
G. T. Hicks was elected second vice ed.
Lillian Watters assisting hosts.
MOM.
mittee and their wives also assisted
Miss
Roberta
Whitnah
chairman to succeed Mrs. F. E.
, winner.
The spacious lobby was decorated in the hospitalities—
Mrs. C. H. Moore, Mrs. Lulu HolA delightful course dinner was
Mrs. Hugh McElrath led the deVernon StubThe president, Mrs. 0. J. JenSecond—Art Contest, Drawing of with number
Crawford. who will be chairman served.
land, Mrs. Lillie Redden, Mrs. Sal- votional and Mrs. Chas. Mercer
s of beautifully ar- blefield, Jack Sharborough,
N. G.
nings
greeted
a
man
the
using
member
of the Delta Department. The
s and lie Humphreys, Mrs. Genoa
musical 'symbols. Mrs. ranged baskets of garden flowers
Covers were laid for:
gave
a
chapter
on "Stewardship A.
GregCoy, N. T. Waldrop, Karl Kingins,
guests after an absence of four
M. WoLfson, winner.
treasurer's report was given and
sent by Murray women as a trib- Ronald Churchi
ory. Miss Emma Helm, Mrs. Mary Through Influence."
Members, their mothers or guests
ll, Ted Sanford.
months. She expressed the pleas- Gardner
Third—Musical Stun_Quests ute to Dr. and
a report of the tuberculosis fund fcillOW respectively:
. Miss Reubie Wear, Mrs.
The names of "Sunshine Friends"
Mrs Morgan.
ure of herself and membent "who Annie
Miss Ruth Sexton and a group
divided into groups of alto, bass,
s heard. Mrs. F. E. Crawford
Magic
for
Q._0,
clao
Wear. Miss Fraracio troltairat Were revealed. .
the ..ea, ;ling, was in
Mrs. Cleo O, Hester, Mrs,
soprano. &irk! tene
• Mrs;W. W. MeEirath were ap- Glasgow: Miss- Roberta Whit:rah, liked company -and- liked Co share 'atria Lots Jones, Mrs.
-itTlass wou.
Marge of Prof. Friar Doyle. The of -college -boys- and - girls- served- ashments were served to
Harry Aza
,
punch and wafers during thethin
with others their pleasures old,"Mi
Fourth
—My
pointed as flower chairmen to as- Mrs. W. .1
Suppres
sed
Desire,
college
s. Lon Seay, Mrs. Tom Wil- Oaten to-three members.
string quartet played.
.7 Caplinger; Miss" Dona
Molding with chewing gum and
sist in decorating for recepticin for Padgett, Mrs. Kathleen Padgett and exhibits of work with their liams, and Mrs. Osia Graham
Standing in the receiving line hours.
; guests."
. Visittooth picks. Mrs. E. J. Beale, win- were Dr.
Dr. Morgan.
Several hundred called including
ors were: Mrs. Mayme Randolph., Enter Noes
Miss Katie Martin, Mrs. Vickie
and Mrs. J. W. Carr, Dr.
Club Meets With
ner.
Special arrangements- had- been and-Mrs. Eunice'Oury.
Mrs. W. H. Mason gave a detail- Martin; Miss Clara Rimmer, Miss
and Mrs. A.
-BetiVAI,
Morgan, Mr. and visitors from-a -Mayfield"
Mrs,R. H. 'Hood
Fifth—Love Affair, Miss Lillian Mrs. W. S. Swann.
ed and most interesting report of Lillian Wafters; Mrs. Gladys Scott. made for Mrs. Neil Kruger of
• • • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Paducah, Kuttawa, Fulton, RickMrs R. H. Hood entertained the Watters
played
the State Convention.
airs which told the T. 0. Turner, Mr and Mrs. -Loman man. Hazel, Paris, Tenn., HuntingMrs. J. E. Owen, Mrs. S. L. Wil- Paducah to give an exhibit of Co-Eds Hold Banquet
Entre Nous Club and a few other story and
haaoks were filled.
Members of the Music Depart- liams; Mrs. R. M. Pollard. Miss knotted suits which were beautiTrevathan, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe don. Tenn. Union City, Tenn_
The Woman's Self-Governrnent friends at her home on the ColdAll
prizes were in keeping with Lovett.
ment served an ice course.
Jackson, Tehn., and points in
Lucille Pollard; Mrs. Calista B. ful. Two crocheted dresses belong- Association of the college had their water road Tuesday afternoc
in.
the
musical note of the party.
Assisting in receiving the guests southern Indiana and Illinois.
Jones, Mrs. D. K. Butterworth, ing to Miss Lillian Watters and annual banquet at the National
Needlework
and
convers
ation
Slips of paper 'bearing the names were:
B. And P. W.'s Club Have
Mrs. Rhoda J. Schroeder; Mrs. Mrs. W. T. Sledd, Jr.. two lovely Hotel Thursday night, May 10.
were enjoyed.' Afterwards a salad of different
songs to be whistled
Dr. and Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Mr.
Mother's Day Dinner
Annie Wear. Mrs. Myrtis Walker; quilts made by Mrs. Ed Owens,
Miss Evelyn Hammock, pres- plate was served.
Read the*Clasalfleal a'olusian. •
on sung by the guests and each
The Business and Professional Mrs. Lou Doron, Mrs. Mary Graves three different designs of crocheted ident of the council, presided at
Those present were:
one
to
find
her
spreads
whistli
ng.
exhibit
ed by Miss Bettie the banquet. The theme
partWoman's Club entertained with Coy, Mrs Eula H. Pearson, Mrs.
ars. Dunaway
of the
of
Amarillo, ner caused much confusion
and
a Mother's Day banquet in its Garnett Jones; Miss Emma Helm, Beale. Mrs. R. H. Hood and Mrs. program was a "rainbow."
Texas, Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs. merriment
in
finding
0.
J. Jennings and crocheted
partners for
club room Thursday evening.
Miss Ruth English; Mrs. Julia RobThose present at the banquet Marvin Whitnell, Mrs. Clifford
refresh
ments.
afghans
of Mies Cappie Beale and were: Mies Peffer,
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Parker
Evelyn and Melugin, Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs. • An elaborate
Red roses and white' peonies inson,
plate lunch was
Briggs; Mrs. B. F. Berry. Mrs. Mrs. 0. J. Jennings and new Ideas Julia Hammock, Virginia Warren. v..gtatal Hale. Mrs,
were artistically arranged onTed Sanford, served to twenty-five- members.
the Ethel Bowden Mrs.
in plate dollies completed the ex- Mary Lou
,
Nellie
Berry
Waggoner, Henry Etta Mrs. Nat Ryan, Jr.
tables.
•
•
•
••
Shook; and Mrs. C. C. Duke and hibit of modern work. Mrs. Beale Mungle, Wilbelnaenia Harper, MariDirs. A. F. Yancey, Mrs. Harry Rena Gibbs
And
Mary
disp
Layed
.
Marrs
four
or
five
gorgeou
s bel Holland, Wilma Belew, Gladys Sledd. Mrs. Marvin Fulton,
Miss Erie Keys.
Mrs.
Win In Essay Contest
Guests representing other clubs antique quilts of beautiful work- Ward, Nell Mae Jones, Sylvia Ka1.1 Frazee, Mrs, B. 0. Langsto
n,
Essays on the subject "How to
manship.
Rooms can be made perwere:
Staudt, Elizabeth Hodges, Mabel Mrs Joe Lovett, Miss Rachel
Hood, Promote International Good Will"
After the social hour, a delicious Gilpin, and Earia
Mrs. Will Mason, Woman's Club,
B. Marshall.
Mrs. Jack Farmer.
fectly
beautiful fer just a
which
were
BURNS! BOILS!
entered
soled
in
the
plate
was served by Mrs._
contest
Mrs. C. A. Bishop. Magazine Club,
•• a ••
sponsored by the local branch of
few dollars with Mayflowassisted by her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. H. E. Elliott. U. D. Cam,.
ITCH!
Christenbery-Young Wedding
Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Morgan- of the American Association of
UniRegardless of how Serious or
Laurine Loatat, Mother's Club, Flavins Martin of Mayfield and
er wallpaper,' and we're
Announced
Antioch and Dayton. Ohio were versity Women have been
judged.
aggravated the form, have for
Mrs. Rebecca- Churchill, Parent- Mrs. Karl Frazee.
Announcement has been made of house guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ready
to prove it. Come in
The
entrant
s were
W.
a quarter of a century, yielded
A number Of the guests walked
Murray
Teachers' Association:
the marriage of Miss Bronzie Nell S. Swann during their
•
to Cross Salve'a
visit in Junor and Senior High School,
and see our beautiful new
powerful
Those assisting in serving were: through and enjoyed the lovely Christenbery and:Mr
: Henry Mar- Murray.
students. The essays were numgermicidal and healing - action. • _Misses
Lucille Pollard, Mary Marg- flower garden of the hostess.
patterns . .. see what eftin Young which ,was solemnized
30 cents and 50 cents at all
bered and the judges graded them
The guests were as follows:
aret Holland, Gracie Nell Jones,
in Metropolis,
January 21. The Magazine Club To Meet
fects can be achieved at
dealers
accordingly. Prizes were given.
Honest money back
Mrs.
C.
A.
Bishop,
Mrs. G. B. bride has left for
Reba May Hale.
guarantee. The Cross Salve
May The 24th.
Detroit to join
The winning essays will be printed
Scott, Mrs. Ed Owen, Mrs, W. S.
small cost.
•
Co., Jae,-Marion, Henttiekr-the -groom who. law errata)
Ursa*. T. Hicks will epee
later.
SwfSifr
Mrs:
- R. M. MVS171%, Mrs. there.
•7
:
7
:
:teal Host To
home to the Magazine Club Thur.The decision is as follows:
W. H. Mason Mrs. Ed Diuguid,
We'll be gladtto give you
day, May 24th. The hour is 3
Winning Essay, Senior_ High
Jr.
.
U. D. C. Chapter
-estim
o'clock.
ates on waRpap9r
School—
Rella
Gibbs, City High,
Mrs: W. T. Sledd, Mrs. Joe
To Meet Monday
• • • ••
Costs ...
winner; Hazel Sammons, City High,
Lovett_ aart. Marvin Fulton, Mrs.
The John N. Williams chapter of A.
honorable mention.
A. U. W. Has Lail
B. 0. Lingston, Mrs. K. C. Frazee,
the United Daughters of Con- Meeting
Winning Essay, Jill•lior High
Mrs. M. E. Frazee, Mrs. Asher
Of Club Year
federacy will meet next Monday . The
local branch of University Schaal:
Graham, Mrs. Hall Hood.
'afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the Women
Mary Marrs--City High, winner;
met at the college library
Mrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs. J. D.
Please compare our wallhome of Mrs. Luther Jackson.
Groceries, Hardware, Feed and Seeds.
Tuesday evening with Mrs. J. W.
Rowlett
,
Mrs.
Vernon
Hale, Mrs.
We buy and sell
paper with those of anyCarr
presidin
g.
Tom
Morris,
anything at the best price.
Mrs. P. A. Hart,
A most interesting prograzn on
Mrs. T. W. Banks, Mrs. M. D. Hol- Christian Asimelation Play First
one anywhere.
PHONE 4
Of Kind Presented
the work of the organization naFREE DELIVERY ton, Mrs. H. E. Holton.
"I have suffered a great deal
Over 800 persons attended the tiOgally and internationally
Mrs. John Ryan, Miss Cappie
was from cramping," writes Mrs W. A.
present
ation
giebn.
of
the
Beale, Mrs. Ted Sanford, Mrs. Jack
religious 'play,
Sewell, Sr., of Waco, Texas. "I
PEANUTS (red), bu.
73c Hanes' Canned Apples,
Those who spoke were Mrs. A. would chill and have to go to bed
Beale, Mrs. Finney Crawford, Mrk, "The Rock", staged by the Christian
Berries and Peaches,
Associa
Shoulder Meat, well
of Murray State M. Wolfson, Miss Margaret Bailey. for about three days at s. time. I
F. B. Martin. Mayfield,
Mrs. Neil College in tion
the • main auditorium Miss Suzanne Snook, and Mrs. A- waft bare a dull, tired, sleepy
half gallon
cured, lb.
19c Kruger, Paducah.,
7 1-2c
Two registered
Sunday eyening, May 13, Students, i. Glenn.
MOW h Mend told me to try
pharmacists
on
011111.11,101inIng It weal help me
Flour, guaranteed, 24 lb. 79c Green Beans, No. 2 cans,
The A A. U. W. will give .a
duty at all time*.
Several of the Murray younger faculty members. _and .visitors at'I
am
1027 much laria
2 for
▪ Irish Potatoes, pk.
15c set are planning to attend the tended the play Which was the for the girls of the senior cla•
PUREST DRUGS.
22c
asfdt 416 net wind the navy
opening of the Hotel Irvin Cobb first of its kind ever presented the home of Mrs. W. H M
elalably can reccrentehd
I
UTMOST CARE
Dried Peaches, 11 lbs. $1.00 Beets, No. 2 1-2 can
Friday afternoon, from 4.3t
10c Roof Garden Friday evening. May here.
Owed le oltnesutheers."
The cast selected by the directar, 6:00. o'clock.
usury Cant
o)
acorn, can, Country GenW, Hogs' Jaw,
IZ rirlilloso not benefit
Prof. Leslie R. Putnam, gave an
Miss Eliza Altsheller of Louis- %P
emen *NW&
Mr, tleman, 3 for
,..iappressive exhibition of histrionie vaha weit,s, guest
25c - Smoked, lb
Sc
talent. The colorful Biblical cosRice (broken), 6 lbs.
25c No. 12 Scrub Mops ... 15c For Highest Market Prices tumes were designe
d by Miss Eliz- Music Deliiiriment Has
abeth Lovett and the home ecoBring Your
Beans, Navy, 8 lbs. .. 25c 4-tie Brooms
Lovely Party
35c
nomics department_ The technical ,The
CHICKENS AND EGGS
Music Department of
Soap, large bars.
Cotton Seed, not mixed,
excellence of the play was ,greatly Woman'
s Club had an inform
Big Ben, 7 bars
Highe
st
Market Price for enhanced by the striking Oriental party
25c
bushel
75c
Tuesday evening at Ma
WOOL

00 ETY.

•
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J. T. Wallis 81 Son

Very Much Improved

After Taking C.ardui

lard

)NEWS
at CoatiPlaintiff.
Dunn, Tom 4
.•
ill and Jim 'aa

Defendants
saiginent and
Calloway Cirat the April
in the above
of payment of
at the rate of
ly 27th, 1932,
the 27th day
im of ;737.37,
a indebted to
RIM of $29.05
s plaintiff for
plus interest
1 $31.00. makthe plaintiff
train expendto offer 'for
awn door in
z the highest
ion, on MonMay, 1934, at
ut (same hazy), upon a
the following
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ky and •M"running
nd
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all (31a) dear atria twoto a stake:
poles and six
(14) degrees
tepee South
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:entucky and
thence east
y
20
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le beginning
and
eleven
acres. see
42, CallowaY

De (35 and
n the South
the East by
Sorth by W.
by Lot No.
twenty-one
the N. E.
• (la at task
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stake thence
poles and
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aa-ilat (58)
; containing
or less. See
way County

cc the purbond with
taring legal
of sale unforce and
Bidders
a
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NOTICE!

See our dressed hens, chickens, all kinds dressed fish,
sliced country ham, fresh vegetables, Green Beans, Peas,
green beans.rhubarb, tomatoes, lettuce, celery, green peppers, polk, carrots, strawberries, new potatoes, etc.

9

—to—

S. G. BOGGESS
on West Main Street Near
Farmers Grocery

_

For Sale or Trade

GOLDEN YELLOW
DOZEN
BANANAS
FRESH GREEN „BEANS ._ 3 POUNDS
-11)POUNDS
NEW POTATOES
150UND PECK
OLD POTATOES

Radio & Refrigerator
Service
AT RILEY RADIO CD.
EVERY WEDNESDAY

PHONE 107

Pure Milk
Promotes
Health!

W. H. CARTER

I
I'

Years Experience

WHITE WAY
MARKET

Murray Milk Products Co.
CALL 191

Pure
lbCane,
c

Nice Large Grapefruit .. Sc
1 lb. box Cracke'rs .... 13c
2-lb. box Crackers

23c

10 lbs. Sugar

60c

16-in. Lawn Mower .. $5.98
25c

Chuck Roast, lb

Sc

Rib Roast, lb.

6c

Hamburger Meat, 3 lbs. 25c

Pork Clops, leanib. .. 16c
Pork Ribs, lb.

10c

Pure Lard, 4 lbs.

35c

Telephone 85

FAINDELI
& BELL
VER

-SUGAR

Murray, Ky.

Quart Salad Dressing.. 25c

WE

COFFEE _3117.15,1b. 19`
MILK
CO
PORK

100 Per Cent.--

Beef Steak, 2 lbs.

Wesco Brand, 2-lb. box 17c
EcrSitsdaS

See or Write
W. H. FINNEY,

Pure Pork Sausage, 2 lbs.25c

- --r-AL,WA-Y-S--ASK—FOR-SUNBURST!

500 aces of land near the site of the
proposed Aurora Dam at the give away
price of $10-per acre.

DLACNOSTRICIAN

SATURDAY
SPECIALS
At any hour of the day a cooling glass
of milk is welcome. Milk never punches
time card as far as its daily work is
concerned. For breakfast it starts you
off riiht. For lunch it helps see you
through stuffy afternoons. At night it is
a refreshing, sleep-producing beverage.
That goes for young and old, too. Add
lots of milk to your diet and,. see how
much better you feel—how little hot
weather bothers you.

-40-41

u12
$
b1
k5

We have as members of our organization three
experienced and licensed men and the direction of
all funeral services entrusted to the J. H. Church
ill
Funeral Home is performed by them. Never to
un-licensed and non-experienced men.

PET or C. CLUB

39c

25c

C. Club, lb.
27'

49c

_.1711.
E
.
ET, 10 lbs. bulk

TALL CAN 6c

47c

SMALL CAN,
3c

3 NO. 2 CANS

STANDARD PACK

AND

BEANS

Campbells or C. Club

25c

4 Cans 19c

Standard Pack TOMATOES,
. Large 2 1-2 can
10c

Kieffer PEARS,
2 No. 2 1-2 cans ,.:. .

25c

Seedless RAISINS,
4-lb. cell. bag

Campbell's TOMATO
JUICE, can

Sc

MALT,Blue Ribbon,
- 3-1b. can

29c

55c

CERTO, bottle

27c

Penn-Rad MOTOR OIL,
Medium oe Heavy, 2 gaii•as.___,

$1.17
AS 1----

TOTAL

2125

,_

4-rotnints
LARD
29'
COUNTRY ROLL BUTTER COUNTRY,CLUB Pound 26c
3 POUNDS
EATMORE OLEO
25t
,
SUGAR CURED BACON

THE J. H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL
HOME
-We.Operate the Only Exclusive Ambulance
in
Calloway County
PHONE 7
MURRAY, KY.

.1

bags $1.25

Swansdown CAKE FLOUR,
package
25c

..It has been the aim of this institution since its
organization in 1886 to render a more complete
-serviee:- We-believe that this has-beErn ac--complished, yet the expense is alv.dyb left entirely to the wishes of those we serve.

25c

C. C4n1)---2-lb. box 25c
-ims

French, lb. 23c

RN

Complete and modern funeral home servic
e
bearing out all regulations of the State Board of
Health, provisions of the'NRA code of the Funer
al
Service Industry and the rules of the District
Funeral Dtectors Associations.

1

BEST G
HR
atDOES
r whoiePound

15c,

-44
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MU

and imissi
N. P. Perry: W.L
Peltinue yore itAlferrer-on badness tuesday.
Citissolutlatiota of The Murray Leilspar. The Calloway Tunas and Tim,
Am. R. N. Owen of _Paris. Tenn..
Herald October 20, 1112A
delivered the baccalaureate serPublished By The Callaway County Ps0101Mtling Co.. Inn
North Fourth Street, liturtlY. KY
ene to the graduating cilia of
Al night
Haat.Mins school
Bator
is T. Lovett .
Bider R. F. Gregory of Murray
ntered at the PostoMee, Murray. Ks , as seconkclass mail matter.
attended the calm:tenement exer. 211:_
cises of the Hazel school Sunday
night.
Mrs Irby Goftnaan and children
of Trenton. Tenn_ are visiting in
the home of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. E.--L. Miller this week.
Mr and Mrs. R. R. Hicks, Jr.,
of Colorado Springs. Colo.. are
here for a few weeks visit with
Subscription Rates.—In PAM Contislostal Pistriet and Henry and friends and relatives.
Stewart C
Counties. Term_ 11 00 a year. eatucky, $1.20 ; elsewhere, MIN
Mrs. Paul Chrinnan of Henry,
Advertising • Mate* and information about Calloway county market
..swes-a -snarler -tars the bestsepes
other mother. Mrs. Amanda Meson.
Marion Wilson and family
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and
Mr. and Mrs Hack Wilson. Mr.
and Mrs. N. G. Hill and little sons Bob and 0. B., Jr.. and James
granddaughter, Joyce Mae of May- M. Overcast were in Paris Sunday.
Wilson Birthday.
Mr. and Mrs C. T. Allbritten and
Friends and relatives honored field, Misses Jewell and Laverne
Ilitimbeth White were in
Son B Wilson's 58th birthday, Hill. Miss Anna and Mullie /lat.
Sunday, with a beautiful hmehean Mrs. Agnes Overate and grand- Paris Tendey.
children. James Prank and Alice
lags
Jones,who has
at noon.
June, Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon MYers ban domains of
t Ball Mira. Ala.,
The progant were:
Mr and Mrs. Charlie Jimerson. and children. Mr. and Mrs J. A. Mee bane Elate:day to spend the
Puryear, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs_ Hutchens. Claude Anderson. Mur- alms, inen1S-with her mother,
Make Erwin, Mrs. Bob Overcast ray. Miss Grace Nell George, Pa- Mrs Alice Jones.
Mr. and Mrs A. R Robinson of
and children. Mr. and Mrs. Tosco ducah. Mr. and Mrs. S. It Wilson
Texas, who are visiting im this
Paschall and son, Garvice, Mx. and and sons, Mason and Halton.
community, spent Sunday with
Mrs A. H McCleod and son, A. H.,
S. S. Garrett of McKenzie. Tenn.. Miss Polly Denham.
Mr. and Mrs. H A. Wilson and
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron and
family. Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cald- was a visitor in the homes of
well and daughter, - Viva, Mar Postmaster D. N. White and Mr. F. daughter, Miss Ann, were in
Mrs. Garrett, Trezevant Aeon. Sunday.
Myran Givens. Paris. Tenn.. Mr. Denham Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lamb of
and Mrs. Lewis Brown of May- who had spent several days visiting
field, Mrs. J. W. Pritchett, Paris, In Hanel, accompanied him home. Denver, Colo., visited in the home
W. C. Debra's, William 9sbron, Uri
0. B. Turnbow. .J. E. Littleton, of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Miller last
Friday. They were en route to
Mew
Chicago. 'Mr. Lim% was a former
pupil of Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. Ellen Miller and granddaughter, Miss Sylva Dell Shoemaker of New Providence, are
ansiting relatives in Hazel.

MO4BELAss
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HAZEL NEWS
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Home Comforts . • • •

ABC GASOLINE washing machines for the
farm home gives every service of the electrical
nraiSiiie
-7-74as every feature and is economical to '
operate.

-11P

•

ABC Electric machine has every possible
hand feature—automatic wringer release . . .
beauty in construction ... yet built to endure.
PHILCO RADIOS give more home pleasures
per dollar. Let us demonstrate one in your home
today. We have the most desireable models with
a wide range of prices. The Battery Set for the
Farm home is the outstanding value in battery
radios.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC RANGE":
Every owner of electrical rlfrigeration
prides themselves in the lace- and N.ORCE owners
can make the most convincing claims.

RILEY RADIO CO.
East Side Square
Next to Scottfessiter Hardware Co.
ROLLATOR REFRIGERATION IS BEST BY Acrou, TEST

•

••

r

GIVE
THEM

VELVET
ICE
CREAM

-

IN CONES!
- - and you can be assured that you are
giving them the best.
and ive are sure that
that is what you want
t9 giy.gzuw-ctildren.
VELVET PURE
CREAM
ICE CREAM
a food- that is
healthful and good
for growing children
. . . prepared and
handled under strictly sanitary conditions
iS

They like plenty of
ice eream—ser----give—,
them VELVET.

I

FOR PARTIES AND
ENTERTAINMENTS

Order Brick Creams . .
easily handled . . . In
all flavors.

5.

1bIrerralltek'
.
o

The following patsents 'Were admitted to the Win. Mason Hospital
during the past week:
Charles Andrea's. Murray; W. S.
Fitts. Murray; Mrs. R. E. Drinkard. Paducah-, Charles H. Broach.
Murray.
, Mrs, Charles Broach,
Murray; Billie Broach. Murray:
Chafles Dammier. Bradipart,
Karl !Frazee, Merrily:- 1StH. H.
Davis., Camden. Tenn; lin. Tommie Kirkland. Murray: •Cultie
Batighm. Murray; Mrs A. 0.
Woods, Murray, Ed. Burkenn,
Shiloh, Tenn.: .Mrs. H. A Fitch,
Springs-ills. Tenn.; J. D. Russell.
Almo;
D. Johnston. Hardin; Miss
Grace
Holcomb. Murray;
Mrs.
Clay Klutts, Paris; Mrs. J. E.
Underwood. Paducah.
The dollowing patients were dismissed from the Wm. Mason Hospital during the past week:
Miss Margaret King. Fulton;
Joe Baker Littleton, Hazel; Charles
Andrews, Murray: John Nts' Purdom. Murray. _Charles Been*
Billie Broach. an
Mrs. Chsinat
Broach, Murray; Karl Frame, Murray; Mrs. J. W. SoIU,h, Paris; Mrs
Carl Smith. Union City; Bob Blalock. New Concord; Mrs. H. K
Davis, Camden; Cullie Bauglim,
Murray: Ed Burkeen, Shiloh; less
Clarice 'Browner. Paducah.
•
Mrs. R. D. Emerson is .Improving at the Mason Hospital.
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high-Weecl privie

it.intania

There's no end to time or a
column.

K. H. Proffitt, or Corbin. KY.,
_Aii_leat Indian wrestler has who vsetst into banksiantoy ane boo
lirealseed to go hem K be loses many Ps and Vs.
ma Important bout. 'Well, prisonally, I UMW was tbe guy to The country will be
safer when
stand In lise way of a homesick it gets
Dillinger out of the woods
fellow.
and oft the front page.
If you Minh the alawsgeMer
$200,000 bad riteuxls like Insult
business is a "Web" busies.. come
take a look at the crowd that really bad a preferred pay-oft inworks at TIM Ledger 4k Times stead of stock in Midwest UtiliofSce. A bolsi& of slim Jima that ties.
look as if they hadn't had a square
There. is always something
meal in a month.
spinngly modest about the candi- The oichlasithined -man who gut -date for public .afilen .to -whom 'It
up at milking time now has a son would be a great personal sacrifice
but he is willing to yield to serve
who gets in about that hour.
his friends".
A Saturday. Evening Post writer
It doesn't make so much differsays that country weeklies aren't
ence about what kind of a "trust"
what they used,to be. nen% their
rules the country except the kind
readers ought to be grateful.
that can win the trust of the
people.
It seems that we will not Only
•••••
always have death and taxes—hut
Among the little tragedies of
also the legislature.
life might be Mentioned nut Col
Luke Lea who was going to kidKentucky has so many Colonels nap the Kaiser is now in the penthat they now speak of them as itentiary while tile former 'War
Lord, who has been compared to
"in the ranks''
Attila the Hun, lives in luxury as
Isn't it strange that Murray Col- one of the richest men in the
lege with "inferior quality, of in- world.
struction", according to griffenAnd when Dillinger is captured
hagen. won the debating championwe suppose he will be released on
ship of 'the South.
• • • ••
bond.
• • •• • •
Had it happened a few years
Machine-gun Kelly who was goago we would have been sure that
mid-west dust storm was kicked ing to get out of prison by Christup by the 'llging of wild Jack- mas was no more successful than
asses.'.
Henry Ford getting the boys out
of the trenches in 1915.
•••••
Sterling Towles. representative
If
wanting
from Danville, has introduced a
anything
badly
bill for higher tuition in the state enough leads to success Western
teachers„...eolkges. It is no mere Kentucky_an.d_Western Te
11 ceraHTI y get Aurora Dam. coincidence that Centre C
located .in the county Mr. Towles
Wonder how the crop-reduction
so ab
represents. Mr. Towles
unconsciously pays the teacher boys in Washington felt last week
colleges a tribute in assuming their when it looked like a drouth in
instruction Is worth tuition. When the, Mid-west would kill what litthe state adequately Rays teachers tle crop the professors let the
a living salary then there will be farmers get Out.. justification for --tuition in the
When and if the turn comes and
teacher colleges.
But does Mr. Towles join the re- food does get short the professors
mainder of the Central Kentucky can make soup out of their text"crowd" in approving the griffon- books.
hagen report that the "quality of
Eicperience is beghminn to make
Instruction is inferior?" If be does
he wants- to charge students more hash out of lots of them already.
a •• • • •
than their instruction is. worth
owe the Lyon County Herald
and that leads to the inevitable
conclusion that he is not motivated and The Benton Tribune-Democrat
by a spirit of fairness but spite. some humble apolcigiA. Both have
I -nerd to Centre College, one of been bearing down on publicity
the private schools which dreams for Aurora Darn, carrying lead
of some benefit if it can he esip- stories on their front-pages. .Explc the .teacher colleges, where
tuition is charged.
The only difference is that the
teacher colleges do not charge tuition when it is worth •tt and Centre charges tuition when it isn't
worth it. And those who attend
the teacher colleges can't-psi it
while those who attend schools
like Centre can.
_There is a large class of the- rt,,
noted intelligentsia in Kentucky
which would-odopt _an educational
policy for this state that would
eventually lead to a condition of
peonage for those unable 'in attend,

tax:mese ru

be more
careful next tittle.
• • • 9 ir
The only debts- that-lpst much
attention are the politisid debt"
.
Attention, Mr. Motorist{ See
those White lines on Murray's
streets. That means get your car
INSIDE those lines, not across
them or half outside. Traffic and
parking carefulness save lives.

'liar,Mr lecestap on the all.
"aid rtdee rads the storm"
- imes you
Come on Ledger & "T
are a welcome - guest in our home
every Friday noon. Will H. Whitnell on Route I, is our faithful
-matt boy"..
Miss Bronzle Nell Christenbery
and Henry Young were married
last winter, secretly. Last Friday
Mrs. Young, in response to a letter from her husband, departed
for Detroit, where he has been at
work all this time. Highly esteemed yoting couple they are.
Or
About four truck loads of men
Guthrie Smith's stable burned and boys of C. C. C. gang have
down- Sunday night with a mule been "stopping gullys" around
horse and calf perishing in the here. Now just who pays for this
blaze. Fire Was caused by a work—I'm bumfuzzled, side-track-stroke of -lightnirig---and the -ettil--4 ed and rabbit-lotted.
dren have measles: bad luck on a
A boy thinks it's awful funny to
hard working family
see "his dog" kill someone's cat.
Methodist folks_ had a fine Little ugly mug—mama's shugger
dinner "on the ginund" at the dumblin'.—"Eagle"
quarterly meeting at Coldwater
Presiding Elder Oce
Saturday.
Several permanent atone storWrather and Marvin
Vaughan
age houses for vegetables and
were the most efficient managers.
fruit were built in Knott county.
Perry Cotham win preach at
. st 10:48
Union Grove next unday"
and Luther Pogue at Coldwater
David Thompson will
at 2:30.
preach at Coldwater Church of
Cluird...fiest Sunday in June.
We -were sorry of the death of
Mrs. Jane Cox at her home on the
original Mansfield Hughes farm
nor* Coldwater. She was a member of the _Church of Christ, faithful and true.
Youngblood,
Earlie
Jennings
Turner, their farrillles and many
others are tormented with the
'blame' measles in a very severe
form.
Moles, rats, hawks, anitAnacidogs, and chicken thieves dominate this region. I'm mad as a
wet hen dipped in a tub of water
for settin'.
Mrs. Addle Creason, sister of
Bob Watson is vi ling her son
in WasIrintnn. .
until August.
Mrs. Era Slanghter said lightfiing
struck a tree. a 50.-year-old monarch. and rent it, in twain from
top to bottom in the twinkling of
an eye, near their dwellinji house.

Stella Gossip

YOUR WIFE
YOUR LITTLE GIRL
YOUR LITTLE BOY

• have to face DANGERS & FINANCIAL
HARDSHIPS if anything should
happen to ))ou?
For THEM the price is high. -The terms
hard to meet. Their burdens increase as
the years go by.

For

CONSTIPATION
"I am 11 years old and have Used
Thedford's Black-Draught about
forty years." writes Mr. W. J. Vanover, of Rome, Ky. "We are never
without It. I take it as a purgative when I ant bilious. Ow pad
have swimmingin my head. 73/ack-Draught relineOA and Maesae
in mar nays.".. Nem a peekteitable, nlastir—
bra d
vegetable buestim -111-3Pettr isnint- and take It gar prang&relief at the
first align of lants4LIns.

• We will insure your LIFE as well as
your property

INSURE IN SURE INSURANCE

R.H. Falwell & Co.
4

Friday, Saturday, Monday .

I have been at home on account of the coming of Dr.
Morgan of the T. V. A. The Dam is the big thing for us

'PUIrfas ioned all si

I am leaving for Frankfort this morning. The Senate had nothing to do this week—nothing from the house
yet. Will take three days for action in the Senate after
a bill reaches the Senate. All revenue bills must pass the
house before the Senate can consider them.
I am against the sales tax which puts the burden on
the people less able to pay. The duties of collection does
not bother me as a merchant, but to deduct 3 cents from
each dollar for food and clothing is not the only way to
finance the state governmefit.
Tax whisky, tax non-essentials and luxuries, which
will raise sufficient revenue to the gross sales tax now being collected from the independent merchants—WHY
NOT MAKE THE RETAIL TRUST PAY TAXES?
I am for the support of the schools and would vote
for any kind of tax necessary to support them, but I will
not let a bunch drive us in such a hole as a sales tax just
for a group to get fees for protecting whisky and retail
trusts.

enjoy.

I will appreciate the support of my store and my
salespeople its well ars other-stores of the town and county'
wit() pay more taxes in proportion to stock carried and

SEERSUCKER CIA)

CHIFFONS
57c

24c

Values to

49c

MEN'S TOYO AND
PANAMA HATS
Values to $1.49, Opportunity
Sale

NEW SPRING DRESSES.
Smart and Chic Spring and Summer Dresces in the newest materials.
Prints, Solids, and the new Pastel colors.
Buy several dresses at this price.

sew,

Others

98c
49c and 79c
New Mesh

----SEE OUR WINDOWS!
30e yard value

17c yd.

PRINTS

2,000 Ladies' Handkerchiefs
Limit 5 to a customer.
FRIDAY ONLY. each

Better DRESSES

49c values, Opportunity Days

One Lot

35c or 3for $1.00

CHILDREN'S SHOES

HEAVY TURKISH
TOWELS
18x24
15c
20x44
19c

25C, 49c, 79c iinfl 99c

better one-ofTrying these on will convince you of their value's!

A4•99
NEW SPRING HATS
$1.49 All head sizes. In all the newest
sha pea and most wanted materials for pring and stunmer.•Make
your selection early.

.

One Lot Ladie\A'

PUMPS and TIES
White and biegaV$2.95 valtres
Opportunity Days

SILK and RAYON HOSE
All wanted shades, worth 49c
Oppnrtunity Days

29c

$1.98
500 DRESS PATTERNS
Each
Sc

Murray Mertintile Co.
ROBEliT T. NICHOLS

Next to flank of Murray

Murray, Kentucky

r

41.
•
•
^Tr—

•••
•-

_
•
•

s
•

All
•

•"7;

.1

•

• •••

14*
•

-5

•

C

Odds and Ends

••• "V/

•

1

PANTIES and .STEP-INS

a.“

•-•

$2.00

99c and 79c

$2.79
This group consists of our
a-kind dresses.

section,

Print., Voiles. Organdy

5.,

One lot new spring

HATS

N W DRESSES

Striped and 'checked, 39c values.

New colors

sales made than any chain store doing business in this

T. 0. TURNER

. May 18, 19,- 21!

This is your opportunity to SAVE! Here are a few of the pace-making, town-rocking specials that will
crowd our store during these Great Opportunity Days. We've scoured the markets for Good, Clean, lb
Quality Merchandise at low prices, planning this great value-giving event, weeks in advance. Come—
Buy and Save!

to workrfor.

LESLIE DICK, Manager

INSURE TODAY..... . TOMORROW
MAY BE TOO LATE!
•

BLACK -DRAUGHT

3 Great Opportunity Days

From T. O. Turner

ASK YOUR DEALER OR PHONE 34

iv. L. 13aldridge, Flyod cou
says that though he hair usedi
and coal brooder., he finds
brick brooders made by es
ment Station plans are the
ones providing adequate war
without firing.

WOULD

Value:: to $3.50

1PMONE 34

Eleetiona were held in five cc
inunities Tuesday and the toll(
Mg committeemen were electe
Murray:B. W. AstAew, D. C. El
keen, Guy Downs.
Hazel and Concord: N. G. W
F. H. Spiceland, Marion Hill,
Swann: J. G. Den.ham, Earl
Kelso, E. L Kuykendall.
Wadesboro and Liberty: W.
Moore. Hiram Tucker, Clare
McDaniel, B. W. Edmonds.
The report from Brinkley is
complete. All committeemen
meet at the county agents MI
Thursday morning_ to receine.
structions In regard.la;

STARTING FRIDAY, MAY 18, 8 a. m.
Murray Mercantile Co.; Offers Murray
and Vicinity

I am for the protection of small home owned stores
againa4. great retail trusts who do not help support the
government * proportion to the volume of business they

VELVET ICE CREAM CO.

i

Comr-Fing • Signers
Elect Comm.tteern1

.

....s- • ••••
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list church there.
Churchill and Mart Rogers, of rived last week for a brief visitI
Auto Service Co.
Dr.
E. Crawford, Dentist. Yam Potato Plants Certified and J. B. Shelton.
Mrs. Joe Houston has returned /*en Greve, will return next week
ltp
parents, Mr. Mrs. Roy Rudolph was surprised National Sank Bldg., Phone free
from Burnside, Ky., where- de /Odin Fort MSS*, Texas where with Mn Duaney's
of disease.
Geed, strong
and Mrs. W. P. Dulaney, at by a visit from her brother, Max
192.
FOR
SALL-extr
a
Eike Mammoth
ile plants: 15c, 100; $1.50, 1000 posthas been snaking her home. Mrs they are visiting.. They left Mon- Twelfth and Olive. They will reSullivan, his daughter and son of
Eimus Houston also returned after day morning for about a ten days
A telephone "has been installed paid. H. C. Chester, Kirksey, Yellow home-grown Soy beans,
turn to their home in Lexingtopi Waco,. Texas, last week.
tamA
If you haresvisitors of whom
a two week*. visit.
at the County li.antit's office for the Ky.
.,Itp also few early Haberiends. N. a
Ina few days.
-I ily reunion was held in Marshall
your are not animated, pilease
Wall. Hazel,'Route 3.
benefit of farmers who wish to call
tic
Mrs. Bennie Brown is much imRobert Hall, of near Almo, was county and attended by 40
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Swor and
This
Take So cher/ices. Send your
report them for tide column.
the County Agent rather than make
proved at her home on West Maple son, David Wear, of Catlettsburg, an operative patient at the ClinicHAY
was the first visit to Kentucky by
and
Call14
FOS
SAIA-Red
garments to Superior 10eanens.a trip to town.
street following a recent illness. Ky., Waited Mrs. Annie Wear and Hospital Wednesday.
the boy and -girl. They also visittop, $10 per ton, Timothy, $12
Mr. and Mrs. Con Moore. and
tf per
Mrs. Aubrey Farmer is improved Always reliable.
Mr and Mrs. T. L. Smith; Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Zol Swor, of, Hazel,
ton. "Nothing less than ton
Mrs. Ola Newman who has bee. ed Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph,
child of Detroit are visiting his and Mrs. F. U. Perdue and
Mrs. last week-end.
visiting in Golconda, Harrisburg, and Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Copeland after an operation at the Keys- FOR SALE-Range cook
9117c
stove at this price. Call 60.
parents near Wiswell.
Nell D. Farmer and son, Tom,
Thieves removed the radiator New Bernside and Carrie, Mills. of the city. Everyone enjoyed the Houston Hospital the latter part $10.00; Bean Sticks, 8 feet long,
Jeanie Gilbert, of near Aline, is will return this week
MAN
WANTED
for
Rawleigh
route
.
end from a cape from the cars of Luther Illinois for the past three 'Weeks- visit and wish for their immediate of last week.'
per hundred 80c. - Tel. 8815-ft B.
taking treatment for rabies. Gil- trip through
of 800 families. Write iirrinediateTexas visiting Ama- Robertson and Earl Holland- last has returned. Her cousin, Miss return.
Mrs. Homer E. Minor stopped in W. McCaslin.
bert recently had a cow to die of rillo, Ft. Worth and Old Mexico.
ly. Rawleigh Co., Dept. Ky.-07-sa,
Murray for a few minutes on her
Friday night while parked near 011ie Reid Renders, accompanied
Miss
Mavis
Lynnville,
of Buerabies and was exposed in treat- They left last Saturday night
the soft ball grounds on West her home and will visit relatives hanan. Tenn., is recovering rapidly way to her bane in Plainview, FOR SALE-1 two-horse wagon, Freeport, Ill.
ing the anima'
one set of buggy harness, a mewMax Sullivan, of Waco, Texas, Poplar street. The culprits also here. at Kirksey and Mayfield.
after
an
operation for apperunritis Texas. Mrs Minor was returning ing
Miss Isabelle Bondurent, of Hick:- visited in 'Calloway
Mrs. Frank Moore, Garrard
machine, also about 12 acres
county and placed sand in the rediotor of
from
sevelitil'V
a
eeks
tour
of
'the
at
Misses
the Keys-Houston Hospital lasi
Mildred
and
Helene
man, visited Mr. and Mrs. Vernon West Kentucky last week for the
of land to rent forssetta...WW_Live. -county, reports that a double barHolland's machine _Atter taking liatriaes, who have been.
sfalthernA
ndAsstara
week.
Stobislatteld. In, Ind week-end.
firet UMW in St" yearc
the prineipls eines en Mtite. She all the hay. Close to town. W. 1-Fel brooder Made at & cost -cd $3 the cap.
in the Paducah City Scheele, reI. tY: --Keys; el- Corpus Christi,
-Heels Dew -Tristee.- Dr: Cherry, van Is a brother of Mrs. Roy
- lip gave gooll service even during the
Ruvisited the -Tannin/ Magnolia, led- -V. Edmonds,-Route 7.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., turned Friday to be at home with
Texas, is wending a few days with
Telephone 140.
unusually cold weather.
dleton and Cypress'garden's
& With whcan he visited. He and young son and Mr. and Mrs. their parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. his
tile,
. in FOR REIs4T-10-roogn brick resimother, Mrs. M. K Keys, en
Lt. (s. g.) William K. Smith, who aim visited relatives in Graves
Charleston, South Carolina.
Walter Boone and Howard Boone Hatcher.
A
dence,
new
route
paper
home from a business trip
and
has been commander of the Mur- and McCracken counties and a
paint
visit with her sister, Mrs. Mary throughout.
visited Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone
West Main; block of
Clifton
ray C. C. C. cikeip since the com- Wally reunion svia held Friday Sr..
Brown
has returned to Philadelphia, Washington, and Belcher Lyndon,
and relatives in Blytheville,
of
High
Point.
college
campus, $40 per month.
pany came here .1,rese, Hartford, near Elva in
from Francis. Ky., where he taught other Eastern points.
Marshall cotutty.
_ --Ark., last week-end,
North Carolina. A visit with Miss Call 60.
Ky., has been relieved of C. C. C.
in the high school. Brown has
Mire'
Mr. and Mrs. D. Holcomb, of Virginia Fianna* of
Pat Blalock arrived Saturday
Mrs. E. T. Dunaway, of Amarillo,
Washington
,
duties and assigned to the 4th trout Mathews, Missouri,
been elected -a member of this near Pottertown, are the parents
D. C., a former school mate of BABY CHICKS-.96.30 and $7.00
where he Texas, arrived last Thursday for
Naval' District at
FOR ALL KINDS SHOE
taught school the past year and a surprise visit with her niece, faculty at Almo for the coming of a girl born at the home Satur- Bowling Green* Who is riow
100. Custom hatching, $2.25 per
Mrs. Smith has been in Wisidigton will spend
day, May 5.
REPAIRS
•
rotary to'the United State Senator 116 eggs. Phone 490.
the summer et home. Mrs. N. P. Hutson and family. II year.
-sr
College
mineral weeks. The new Nut- Mr. Plidock
Carl Johnston, of Hardin, Ms reSecond Mad toe boxes-trade- of New Mexico. She also attended
Crest Hatchery.
has baest lir Mathews was Mrs. Dunaway's first visit to
M17p The beat of leathers expertturned from Francis, KY-. what* In sad real bargains.
mender Of the Murray amp has for the past three yaws.
Johnson- the Cherry intoopom Festival. After
Murray in 25 years. Dr. Dunaway
not yet been named.
FOR RENT-2 furnished rooms fOr ly handled, giving
lirsowlierrite be Mk 01111*-11 yea practiced in Murray for several he was a member of the faculty Faln Miele Co.
transacting business for her husbest in shoe
the
Mr. and Mrs. V. H. MeClard and come and
paet'year.
He
will
be
a
memMiss
Willie
Overcast
returned
band
in New York City, Mrs. light housekeeping, first Doer. also
to
pick them. L T. Craw- years before they moved West.
family moved to Marion Tuesday ford,
ber of the faculty at Brewers next her home at Whitlock ,Tatut, Sat3
unfurnishe
d
rooms
for
light
Minor attended the Kentucky DerMrs. Dunaway will remain in MurMiami Route C
Ladies Heel Tap*
10c
to make their home. Mr. MoCiard
urday after spending several days by. Mrs. Minor was formerly Pearl housekeeping on second floor, 2
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Churchill, ray about three weeks. Many old year.
Is connected with the First Bap- Ralph Churchill, Mrs.
Mrs.
blocks
Luther
Stiles,
west
of
Blytheville
Hosiery
.
at
the
Clinic-Hosp
Mill
ital for treat- Belcher of Almo.
on
OPPOSITE LEDGER &
R. W. friends are greeting her.
Ark., is visiting friends here this ment.
South 6th St. Phone 345. Mrs.
Several lee boxes
ZIMES
Earl Brandon was able to leave
some real week_
Mrs. W. H. Graeae has returned the Keys-Houston
buys accepted in trade-ins. JohnHospital
Wed
Charles
H.
Broach,
of Murray. from a visit with her sister in
son Fain Mask_ Cu.
nesday for his home near Almo.
_
has been a patient for treatment Clearwater, Florida. She w
acMr. and Mrs. Will Fulton and
Spring time is 'tire time-drive
at the Mason Hospital this week. companied home by her da
r, around and let us put you
family of Owensboro *Were peels
on a
Mn. Charles Broach, of Mur- Miss Mildred Graves, who
of Mr. Fulton's parents, Zed: and
eiew set. Auto Service Co.
Mrs. C. B. Fulton, the first of the ray* hes been a patient at the connected*.with the.-.Mes. Walter Littleton. of Puryean
Mean Hospital this week.
Co.. in that state.
week.
elm_ is a patient at the KeysMiss
Tommie
Kirkland,
Murray,
Mrs.
Robert
Chambers
is visitBernard ',tart, who has been in
Hospital for
medical
is a patient at the Mason Hospital ing her sister, Mrs Howard Allen Houston
Tennessee on business for the past
Treatment.
this
week.
and
Mr.
Allen
this week.
few weeks, is at home for a brief
Get our prices on tires before
Mrs. Barbara Locke and a party
visit
of friends. from Colorado were
Our mechanics have had many you bay. Auto Service Co.
Mrs. A. 0. Woods underwent an visitors in Murray Tuesday. They
years experience and can fix your
ear if it can be fixes in. Murray. operation at the Mann Hospital were on their way to Detroit to
this week.
visit hes,....aaaget,,.liars. Mable GlasAuto Service Co.
Martha Lockett, daughter of Mr. gow, former county -nurae _here..
Mrs. Khudra (Ferguson) Duna. Mrs." Locke was formerly Miss
way of Amarillo, Texas, is visiting and Mrs. Currie Lockett, is re!
her sisters, Mrs. • J. W. Crisp and covering from an operation in a Barbara Penno and was connected STOCK BREEDERS--I will make
On thib date we will present the Alladdin
with the College News staff as ad- the season at my barn at WadesGabriella Ferguson Tolley and Ma,yfield hospital.
Kerosine Lamp, value $10.50, on which we have
Miss Myrtle Moorman of • Big vertising solicitor.
bore with Fulton Rex, registered
other relatives and friends after
horse, also my jack, Big Ben.
Hae Dixon was discharged from
been giving tickets. Be on hand at 3:00 o'clock_
,being gone from Murray twenty- Springs, Ky., is spending several
161
/
2 hands, 8 years old also the
five years. There was a real re- weeks with her sister, Mrs. Asher the Clinic-Hospital this week.
and bring your tickets with you as somebody is
black jack; Hartman,. 15 hands
Maurice Crass has returned from
union at W S. Tolley:e s with the Graham and Mr. and Mrs. Karl
going to take this beautiful and serviceable lamp
high. W. H. Brown.
St. Louis where he made purM29
three sisters and other relatives Frazee.
Mrs. Bryan Langston and little chases for his furniture store here.
home with them free.
last Sunday, Mother's Day.
FOR
SAM-goo
oak
d
lumber,
daughter, Betty Bryan, returned
Mrs. Roy Walton and son, Live
Robert Carney, manager of the
"cut to order".
See U8 for
Kentucky- - Tennessee Light & from Paducah Tuesday after spend- Oak Flbrida, arrived Saturday for
We are deeply grateful lo all of you for your
prices. Orders filled promptly.
a ten days visit with Mrs. WalPower Co., was ,confined to his ing a few days.
Miss Elizabeth King of -Nash- ton's parents. Judge and Mrs. W. J. R. Scott & Sons, Murray, Ky.,
patronage during this special offer and trust that
room at the National Hotel the
Route 1.
If
ville.
Tenn., accompanied
we may continue to merit a generous portion of
Hal W. Baker. on West Main. Mrs.
first of the week with an attack of
Houston
in a wide assortment of
home
to
visit
Cecil
his
parersta
Batsel,
of Camden, New WANTED-good band saw, also
your trade.
tonsilitis.
Jersey, is expected to arrive today side-edger, must be priced right.
materials and
Dr. J. C. Barr, pastor of the Mur- over the weeksond.
Mrs.- Eliza Altsheller,
Louis- to visit her parents. Judge Baker J. R. Scott & Sons, Murray Route
ray Presbyterian 'church, will fill
Guaranteed fast
ville,
is
the
guest
of Dr. and Mrs. continues ill at his home, being 1 or phone Lynn Grove.
his regular appointment here SunJr
colors
J.
W.
Carr, of College Addition, able to set up about two hours
day at the usual pimp and hour.
ELM'S
NATIONALLY FAMOUS
day.
Sunday School at -the net* Vine. this week.
_Miss *Mary Robeels, who Illbt
Monis -Hardin, college studept, CHICKS-Summer prices, $6.30
Hazel,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dulaney and
Kentucky
children, who have been .spending been teaching at Stearns. Ky., has underwent a major operation at up postpaid. Bloodtested Stained
the past three months in Texas returned to spend the summer the Keys-Houston Hospital Sunday Antigen test Champion ,Leghorns
all five bird contests. Paducah,
and other Southwestern states. ar- will' her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Er night W. Roberts. of the Hazel Highwag.
Ray Cable sad Cleve Ross want Kentucky.
M24p
NAPA
Dees Roberts who has been you to bring your sick ears to
FOR
SALE-Gaso
line pressure
teaching at Spring Lake, Ky., has Auto Service Co.
stove; 75 lb. ice refrigerator and
returned to spend the summer
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd C. Turner,
Shenondoah Graphonola.
Call
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Brandon, are the parents of a
430.
ltc
W. Roberts, of South of Murray. baby daughter, born Monday.
Mrs. Elnius Trevathan and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Brandon, FOR SALE--Nancy Hall or Florida ‘--Vernon, are able to be out after Dexter Route 1, are parents of a
having the measles.
son, Alvin, Jr., 'born Wednesday
Mrs. Mildred Trevathan Lassiter morning
.
,
has the measles.
Hazel, Kentucky
Mrs. Homer Gardner returned to
s ..,,s
Mrs. Herbert Perry spent several her home at Fort Henry. Tenn..
..
days with her sister, Mrs. Elmus Saturday from the Keys-Houston
4
.
Trevathan, last week.
Hospital where -vile has had an
We have some good used tires. operation.
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DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

sir

you the

work.

•

•

Come to Hazel
TRADE DAY

kNCIAL
iould

Davis Dress Shoppe

Announces
The arrival of the most beautiful selic
.tion of Dresses ever received

CIASSI1]1ED
AI1WIRUSINI6

Saturday, May 19

HATS

Re terms
crease as

I

SHOES

Fig every costume
Iss.Navy, Brown,
white and
. . pastels

DRROW
!
-

Florida Summa
'Roman San
- dali
Ties in colors

WASH

Nell as

FROCKS

NCE

colors

1

HOSE
Outstanding values
c and $1

69

#TURNBOW DRUG CO.

DRESSES

•

•

J. E. Littleton
& Co.

Lys

HEATH &
MILLIGAN
PAINTS

TRADE DAY
SPECIALS

r%

in eyelets, seersucker, voiles, linens,
crepes, cord-laces, and also a selection Of
beautiful evening dresses.

C

The Standard Paints of
America for 69
•
Years

SATURDAY, MAY 19

1!

RECREATION
HALLHALL

They are different from
other paints, not only because of_ tht
combination of select, laboratory
approved ingredients, but
primarily becawle of our
INDTVipkrAL PROCESS

New Voile Drei

that will
'
Clean, 411
Come-

98F
'These dresses are sheer, smart new styles
and a large assortment of colors and
styles.

5)F-44-ititH5ftAeTIIRE--.

LADIES' HATS

randy _

We subject every drop of
paint to the tremendous
crushing pressure o'f 2,200
pounds and put it through 7
slow, thorough processes of
manufacture. Paint made
'
this way is of uniform consistency to the last drop in
the bucket and will cover the
greatest area of surface with
the -smallest labor expense.
Its wearing qualitieg are
more than double thbse of
paints made by ordinary factory methods.

98c
Whites, M piques. crepes and straws, smell
and large head sizes. Just received sehirge
-•
assortment.

17c yd.

SPECIALLY PRICjiZ FOR
SATUHDAY

adker-

MEN'S SHIRTS
$1.19

HIOES

A special sale of E. & W. Shirts. Come
in and look at the amazing collection.
Handsome,.man-tailored shirts, fully
shrunk, perfect cut and sewed, in juet
the right shades for spring and summer.

'
id 98c

TERNS
. 5e

*.-

MEN'S OVERALLS
$1.00
r-

Actverttsir Overalls, lull cut..220 welrhf. 2-110C/ICJ, MIX rote
pocket and hammer loop. In fact, all the features of a higher

FREE! FREE!
SATURDAY, 19th, at 3:00 P. M., we will give
away FREE to the lucky person, a 26-piece silverware set. IT IS NECESSARY THAT YOU BE
HERE IN PERSON.
•

For economy's sake and
perfect work be sure to ask
for Heath & Milligan Paints
and Finishes.

SOFT BALL
We have installed an official scoreboard where you may
at all times keep up with the standing of all teams participating in the Soft Bell League. This Board will show the score
by-innings, runs, bits, errors, the different percentages of the
teams and also the first ten leading hitters.

-

CASH PRIZES -

RECREATION HALL is offering In prizes to the players
in the Soft Ball League the following:Leading Hitter, first half season

$2.50

Leading Scorer, first half season

$2.50

'
w."'

1

New Brewster
on Ford Chassis

In Ryan Building, Next Door
to the Bakery.

Sold and 'Absolutely
Guaranteed Isy

GARNET JONES

J]Murray,

•
.
.,.
.4..N.•,.

'

nNo rOther

,

*
$211116 '
KM '
MU ;
PO
SW

.c-.
,1

Other Features of the Ford V-8 for 1934 ---- --. Extra Cost of Next Leareat Prised Car with Feature
Aluminum Cylinder Head
(Mmilis
11,coupinent46.33 to 1 Compression Ratio
(Standard Equipment)
5 1-2 Gallon Cooling System
Completely Water-Jacketed
Cylinder and Crankcase

KIRK POOL

You will like the delicious sandwiches and drinks set
at the RECREATION LUNCH, under the management of
Robert Williams

,

$ 230 Dual Intake Manifold
220

Dual Down-Draft Carbureflon

i 333
•-• 330

*.

Tungsten
'
Exhaust Valve Seat Inserts
and.,Hushroom Ended Valves
1060 •
•
Sing)e- Pane Clear-Vision Window Exclusive
Ventilation
_
on Ford
Houdaille 2-Way ShocktAls1880
sorbers

' Excive
on lord
180
336

BEALE MOTOR' CO., Inc.
.

TELEPHONE 170

Kentucky

,,,..•

V-TYPE 8 CYLINDER ENGINE
STRADDLE-MOUNTED DRIVING PINION
TORQUE-TUBE DRIVE
THREE-QUARTER FLOATING REAR AXLE
WELDED STEEL SPOKE WHEELS

Twin Water PUITISIS

WEAR DRUG
COMPANY

,

FEATURES OF THE FORD S'S FOR 1934

$1.00

-RECREATION HALL

.-:,,,,:.
,

The Car Without a-Price Class!
,
...nit

•

PAINT AND COLOR MAKERS

,

-

,, NIL

This is the Luxury Car which the
Brewster Body Company,Rolls-Royce
Subsidiary, has started to Produce
En the parent company's plant at
Springfield, Mass. It uses the Ford
V-8 Motor and is built on a lengthend Ford chassis. It will sell for
$3,600.00.
•._

GO TO IT, BOYS! AND GOOD LUCK TO YOU ALL:

HEATH & MILLIGAN
MFG. CO.

:,.

,

....____.

Weekly Cdsh. Prize:
Man scoring most runs per week

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

priced overall

entucky

1

A Formula on Every Label
Tells You Just What
Each Paint is Made of

You may now enjoy the
popular game of pool in an •
atmosphere of refinement. Our
equipment is new and will be
kept in the
at of condition at
all times. The building is large.
new and comfortable and during the hot summer months you
will find it la degrees cooler inside as we have two air circulating fans installed to insure comfort on the hottest days.
The game of reel as a natural recreation and stimulating to
the mind and body.

'

"

•

*

7.- _-r:Vf•- •

go_

I

-
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Tennis team '32: Basketball '34:
Orvis
K
Wilson - -Wataugan,
Cheer leader '33; President of StientifiC.
clubs' and organizations during Ills
Freshman
high school career. He is the son
class,
Interscholastic
n&
piacis
ills_
As
s
Bea
coated thioloC..
Of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Trevathan
,
)
, 11; Most -POW thataterchtk inwrsettorestie conlar boy itie) '34; "Squaring It
of West Almo.
test tAlgebra) '31.
Saturday night, May 19, a fash- in county tournamen
Scien. With the Boss" '31. "I Will, I
_Bahia
ts at Murray,
Mies Gladys Linn, daughter of
Robert Weeks-Watauga* Scien- ion review, "Down Petticoat Lane", where,,he won various places. He Mr. alid Mrs George
tiffs.; Annual staff: Scholarship Won't" '33. "The Villain Still PurLinn has been
directed
Mra.
by
Daweeae,
ba
tific;
wifl
Football
Basketbal
'31;
l 14;
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. 11"1111211ful and diligent high school
• history)-'34.
.
sued Her" '34; "Hobgoblin House"
presented
by
a
group
of
Baseball
54
charac- Nepal.
'34.
_ -- worker. bilS5 Linn
Fli rabeth Washam- Vihitaugan: '34.
bar appeared In
ters_ .
Crandol Stroud, son of Mr. end a number of plays, especially did
Commercial; ..Glee club: 'Mixed
Mary Shumaker-Chickasaw; VoFlora Dale. Oakley-Chickasaw;
.
The
'baccalau
reate
services will Mrs. Ed Stroud, is also completin she
chorus; Stunts '31. '32, '33: Pen- Scientific.
Ec.
Golden Pond: "Red cational; Glee club; Home
g
prove herself capable in disbe held Sunday, Maz 20, et
his high school work. Crandol playing stage actions in "The
-4,-4- ..
saint staff '33: '34:-Seceetary of Wa- Headed Step-Chi" '31
club '91, '32; "Here Comes AraPurP. M- The Rev.
C.
Weather,
made
a
very
taugan apciety '34.
successful
mascot of ple Tantrum". She has been a
Woodrow Dill-Chickasaw,-Scien- belle '30.
presiding elder of the Parts dis- the "imported
John Brinn-Waiaugan Scientif- tific. Pleasant Valley:'"He's My
basketball team" the member of the Glee Club and other
Charles Farmer- Chickasaw;
past season. He has been sub on organisations,
ic; District winner in Interscholas- Pal" '32; -Misery Moon" '31. Mur- Classical; Cornet solo '32; Piano trict, will deliver the sermon.
always filling her
Tuesday,
May
22,
at
8:00
the
P.,111.,
A
team two years. He also place as s thoughtful and capable
tic contest ;biology) '33: "Inter- ray High: Baseball "Et Basketball '32. '33. '34. District winner (piano)
senior
the
class
presents
an
interhas played on the high school leader. Miss LInn
scholastic contest (general schol- '3&
has taken part
'34; Brass quartet '32, '33. '34; Band esting program in their
class night baseball nine. Crandol has
arship) '34; "Hobgoblin House"
Pauline Ward-Chickasaw: Com- '31. '32. '33, '34..
taken in various class debates and proexercises
a great interest in athletics all grams; She is One
mercial.
of the outstandMarie Phillips-Chickasaw;, Vo.
Mda;neement exercises Thurs- during his school
Ruth Virginia Plate-ChiaA
work: He has ing girl* btestilie of her pleasing
- are; Tr T. Downs--Wataugan; Scien- eatienei;
and
Misses
"Hit
Minstrel"
day,
24 at 8:06 P. M. . Waylon also been a member
Commercial: Glee club; Trio 13; tific; Interscholastic toneral scithe Give qualities and her readiness to Sake
_16,;_nbara-Thatn '30.
represertfislive from-- Cat- Club and other club "Ilirerying Belinda- 10; "Labe ence) '31.
orginizall.
ona. part in any class work.
•
....
eoorly,lowapwill
•
Ii0.--11---Id
a&leaterapanstiresser
Ste
lames
Reeves,
aftli
-'
IOw. years - MISS- Virginia- Brooks lionelion,
-Erni
-oliiiiii-Chickasaw;
data His subject is: -The New of work, holds
senior
class
1934
of
the
an honorable posi- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee DonCharles
Robertson-Chickasaw; Vocational; Home Ec. club; Glee
Deal in Education."
tion among his clasalDatesrpotball '33. '34: '''.1.W111.7.1- -Wlatrt" club.
Jiufiss elson of near-Daaissahata been 000senior
class
TIW
mak
es
'HMO
OR,
HEAR
has
MORGAN
E.
A.
been
final
a member and leader of of the most popular girls
'33; Class historian '34: Treasurer
Virginia Farle y- Chickasaw;
of her
appearanc
at
e
Almo
High
AURORA
ON
TALI
school various clubs, beiTig vice-president class. She has
PROJECT
Chickasaw society- 14: Oration Scientific. Training Scheel: Glee
taken part in conFriday night, May 25, playing of the Future Farmers'
'33: -Hobgoblin House" '34.
Club
tests
of
club, Latin club lft Band-11
the
county
this
being the high
"Dangerous Waters", directed by year. He has placed
Continued from Page one)
Virginia - James-Chickasaw: Voin several school girls' soloist, member of the
Robert Colson-Wataugan; ScienJ 11 Walston.
scholarship tests at
cational: --Glee chi* "Marrying Be- tific: Loyd High; Football '32,
atray,
and
Glee
Club and mixed quartet. She
'32: the Norris Dm on Clinch ri
' deelett'lass
ware member of the,high -school has also taken part in- plays, pro_Duda" '31: -That's That';
c '31: "The Track-482. Baseball '31, President of operates; and lower stream dams
Ai an
around` stuckat Leon Glee Club which has won
Villain Still Pursued Her" '34.
Freshman class '30 Murray High: that depend upon the flow.
extens- grams, clubs, and other organizaBurkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kdd ive places in the
Maurice Ryan---Wataugan: Scien- Football: '33; Baseball '34.
tounty. He is tions.
Since this is necessary. Dr. Mor- Burkeen of East Almo, would prob- the son
of
Mr.
tific: Assistant manager ball team
and Mrs. C. L.
Lei:int:1-rd Burkeeh has been an
Elizabeth Smith-WaSaugan; Vo- gan said, Aurora Dam would have
ably be chosen first among his Reeves,
'33, '34.
outstanding member of "his class
cational.
to be a part of the government classmates. Leon has been an outJohn
Shroat, a very capable and -for the past four years.
Margaret Purdom- Wataugan:
Claickataw: Scientific.
His record
control to depelop maximum effi- standing member of the Almo High noted
athlete-, attended East Pa- ti•alls his brother whois
_
Vocational.
Hopkinsville
High:
Nan Lovett-Chickasow: --Scien- ciency.
salutorian
school
basketbaki
team,
rarie
being capHigh school in Missouri and of the senior class. Leonard
Glee club: Girl Rdiserve: Secretary tific. Training School; Latin club
is an
He added that dams up the river tain of the "Imported Team"
of also Sanalsu High school in Mis- able singer; he has been
of Home Ec. club. Murray High: '30, Band; Magazine club '30.
a memmust be paid for by income from this year. He has been a
souri.
leading
He
"Enter the -Hero" '33: "I Will, I
afterward
s
attended
ber
of the high school male quarErnestine Housden-- Chickasaw; dams in the lower part of the
val- character in a number of plays in. MUrtay Training School
ron't" '33; -That's That" '31; "lilt Scientific. Training School; Glee
and enter- tet, mixed quartet. and Glee Club
ley.
hishigh school career, playing a ed here in '32.
and Misses Minstrer '31.
John
has playedC which have won various places in
clida; Mused chorus '30; Latin club
"The TVA is an effort of the leading role in the senior play, basketball
ad---baseball all _four the county. He his been• an outEd Thurmond-Chickasaw; Sci- "M Band '31. jdun'ai High: Glee
government to rid this part
'Daiigciu
Waters.
us
He
has
yell*
been
and
foothill
entific; galeball '31; Track '31; club.
and volleyball standing member and leader of
the south of haphazard growth." a member of the high school
de- for two years always displaying various clubs and
organizations
he said. "A power project of this bating team, a member of the male ability in
these capacities. He is during his high school -work.
, He
sort must be an orderly develop- quartet winning Calloivay county especially
remembered by
his has been an outstanding basketball
championship last' year, and teals° friends because
of his pleasing, player for the past two years. He
Asked • by Dr. John W. Carr, a member of the Glee Club.. Leon kind, and
agreeable nature: *Os is the son of Mr and Mrs.
Est
president_ot the' college, who in- has won various pieces in scholar- the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Buriceert
AOOf East. Alms). ,
troduced him. what Aufora Dam ship tests of the county. Being Shroe't
•
duties:Di seet.,..
-reAiiKenttieky atgl presidelit and salutorian of his
Miss Zena
Belle
Schroeder,
The
Coal Run
Homemakers'
vres&rn Tennessee could do ---So elass.-..He has always displayed
a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Club of Pike county,
has made
make the dam possible. Dr. Morgan quality, of leadership and ,abili,ty Schroeder
of East Almo,.has com- $218 in two months, and 'will
-begin
•
in class, clubs and other school pleted her high
school work this bstilding a community club house.
-The first point is to get rural organizations.
year. She has''been a successful
residents sio want power and to
4
Meth L Phillips, son of Mr. and play- comedienne during
her years
it when it is possible. The Mrs George Phillip& throne many of high
'achnol-ivork, being denext thing is to keep politics out years of diligent work has reached prived
of her position in the late
of the campaign; and be decent the honored top step as
valedic- senior play, "Dangerous Waters"
to your Congressmen.
torian of his class. Through all because of measles.
She hsa par4/Our Stomach
"The greatest thing the Tennes- his school life Hugh has
been ticipatet
Cleland Headache
see valley would derive from the chosen because of his strong
per- ties possible or a high school
dam's construction would be to sonality and instinct, and his
dos to
tal- girl.
given young men who have ability ented ability as a leader and guid_ Vernon Trevathan, a
and -ambition a chance to make a ing star of his class and
clubs. He polititiaa in the three-act comedy,
living and become leaders." Mor- has been chosen president
of Ns "Dangerous Waters", seems to pergan said.
class every year except this, fectly fill his
position.
Vernon
"One
reason
a
project
when
of
he
this
You'll
is
find
vici president. He was a member of the high
in
•
school
sort
many
times
fails
-has
is
because
made
Grunow
a record in the field of Stock Judging team,
and
which went
of
the
peoples'
lack
of
oratory
trust in
during his high school to Louisville in '32. He
Csennow sleet,safe
has also
their .government You will have career that leaves a glowing
Carrene that offers
im- been an outstanding member of
to trust the United States before pression upon the past
Hugh has the. high school debating team, for
absolute safety and
the project is worked out."
won numerous places in county the past three
great economy vi
years. He was a
Dr. Morgan did not say that he and district contests, winning
first member of the runnersup in the
operation. In addiadvocated the government's taking place in public discussion.
and
ora- district tournament last year. Vertion, the new
over the power prospects, but said tion this year.
is, known as a tu:In has been a member of various
AND
Grunow has other
he believed electricity prices _were witty and capable high
school deworthwhile featoo high.
gator. As a .debator he is not sustures to gladden
passed in high school. He has apyour heart, includpeared in a number of plays and
SPECIALS SATURDAY '
ing mesh shelves,
has proved himself a comedian on
built-in hydrator,
or off the stage. Hugh is playing
20c an important
and has been called the
s 4 Lbs.' Fancy Rice
etc., etc.
and fitting part in
6 Small Cans Tomatoes
25c the
universal language . . .
senior
play,
"Dangero
us
4 Lbs Pure Lard
Cometo our store today and examine these beautiful
32c Waters."
What
Grunows
music means more
.
50 Lb. Pure Lard ___ $3,20 or $3.8.S
If you don't say, after Too hare seen them, that thee are
Edgar Maddox1 son of Mrs. B.
than the first number
2 Lb. Box Crackers ,
last word in refrigeration we wouldn't think of asking the
20c M. Maddax,
of Hazey. Kentucky,
you
that daughter learns to
20c Can Maple Syrup
10c has spent most
to buy them.'
of his high school
play.
10 Lbs. Pure Cane Sugar
50c career at Hazel.
There he was a
3 Lbs. Bulk Raisins
23c member of
Don't gamble your
the Glee Club and had
White Jaw Meat
5LS c the privilege
children's chances or
of
going
to
the
state
Big Value Oats. 2 lbs.
10c contest with
limit their possibilities
the chorus of '30.' He
1 Lb. Package Soda
Sc has spent his
with poor foods. When
senior year at Almo
6
Giant
Bars
P.
&
G.
Soap
__
23c
SU
RE
F
PI IRC-ESR
9
ALE
and has been an outstanding bas.selecting bread, know
10 Small Bars Octagon Soap
23c ketball player,
both at Hazel and
what goes into its mak1 Dos Large Lemons
25c Alma Edgar. won
all county cening.
Oxydal lst-5-2nd
lc ter in '32 in
the
tournament. He
' Frying Chickens, per lb.
19c is now a member
AUNT BETTY'S is rich in butter, milk, is light and
of the male quarPound fresh. Ground'Coffee
easily digested and a safe 100 per cent food for
tet and Glee Club. He has taken
15c. 18c. 20c part in
several plays and programs
children.
Chase As Sanbourn Coffee __... 30c
.
and' is a member of the senior
OLD POSTOFFICE LOCATION •
MURRAY, KY.--We ray iw Trade for Eggs_
play, "Dangerous Waters."
BREAD
•
An outstanding girl of the senior
ROBERT. SWANN
"The
Foundat
ion
of a Good Meal"
class is Madeline Brown, who
piayed--the------kmdi.,6 -role- in
J/r.z- •V
csenior play. "Dangerous Waters,"
being given this place, no doubt,
because of her attractiveness and
unlimited devotion to her friends.
She has alsems
taken part in every
ntbe',dL,dvlcy
for girls in
high school including plays, programs. clubs, music, athletics,
always displaying a quality of
leadership and ability
She has
been an outstanding leader of her
clam and various clubs for the
past "stew * years.
Miss Brown
always. throws a ray of sunshine
in the path of her friends and asAnnouncing
Soeister she will be,
the
, missed very
much by both students and faculty. Miss Brown is the daughter
No matter how large er how small your account
is, it is appreciof Mr. and Mrs. T. W. 'Brown of
ated and taken care of at the Bank of Murray.
North Murray.
Keys Keel, who has receivessill
Planned Savings is the foundation stone of success in any busiof his high school training al
Almo, is keeping the pace with
ness or career. Regular deposits mount rapidly and how conveni
ent a
his class and is finishing this year.
"nest egiGicrin an emergency.
Keys has been_a_rnamber of w
number of clubs and organizations
in his four years. of work. He has
And, Remember, your bank deposit is GUARANTEED in the
contested for scholarship honors •
Bank of Murray as we are members of the Federal

Almo High Announces Commencement
Program; "Who's Who In Senior Class"

1t

a

PITCH=
MURRAY, KENTUCKY COOL AND INVITING,
Last Showing Today"ALL MEN ARE ENEMIES"
-with-Helen Twelvetrees
Hugh Williams

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

or

_THERE
WERE PITFALL
T. EVERY STEPAND SHE DIDN'T
ISS A SINGLE
STEP!

I

a

a

LOCIIC INSIDE
THE
GRUNOW

Biliousness

„Constipation

SUNDAY ONLY

The Suicide Murder Mystery-

'PRIVATE SCANDAL'

-sa•

44,

- -

-

WANTED
WORTH WHILE
FEATURE

with
ZASU PITTS
MARY BRIAN
PHILLIP HOLMES

He

MUSIC HATH CHARMS

The most entertaining .pack of
lies you've ever
heard!

a0.6

MONDAY AND
TUESDAY

,

ocall'ete
o•bc's.

He told too many women about love! And
they al wanted him to
prove it!

Johnson-Fain Music Co.

•-ALINTilarrrs

-

-0"

PARKER BROS. BAKERY

..CAREER

Is A Bank Account!

swarm.

SUCH TOMO
AU
DANGIROUS

Also

-Roping Wild Bears*- and
-FAST EINGERS'-!--

ROSEMARY AMES
ROCHELLE HUDSON
MONA @ARM

HERMIT MOHNEN
HENRIETTA CROWN

----V4LEDNESD-Air-AND -THURSDAT------ k
1140441:1
v4v40EtocOrnotis
cikoc0.1,1"_1"
buq.s
tove

Opening
of the

etel
I rvinCobb
Roof.
Carden

Deposit Insurance

Corporation.

THE DEPOSITOR'S INTERESTS FIRST

FRIDAY,
MAY i8th

$2,500 WILL EARN
Hidden Away or on Your Person
In Postal Savings, a Year
In 'the BANK OF MURRAY

NOTHING
$50.00
$75.00

BANK OF MURRAY
..-JJ

wit;
.1)itiA144101 ES, DEE,

CHARLIE AGNEW
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

HELLO, BUDDY!

DIRECT FROM STEVENS HOTEL, CHICAGO
Famous N. B. C. and Columbia Radio Broadcasting Artists
Also featured at the World's Fair, Chicago '
Deaciag-10:00 tin 2:09
$2.00 (Plus telt
Tabl. reeervatioas cannot be held after 10:30 p. no.Tax)

Let 'Us Care For Your Car

Beaman's Garage
TELEPHONE 300
Soethwest ranter Square
Murray, Ky.

"!1

;fitff• wroo9
4411014...-1.;t'rlo
ca

RS*
MUci.K CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Presents

lp iftLi:E BURKE
AptipER,ROGERS
BRUCEvCABOT
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Program Is Arranged -SUMMER TERM TO
For Commencement OPEN ON JUNE 11

trees

_Events Begin With
Day;- Close on. May 31.

FAL
STEP—
HDN'T
NGLE

'

COMmencernent week at Murray
Stale College will begin Friday,
May 25, and continue throughout
Thursday. May 31. One of the
most interesting as-well as entertaining and instructive programs
has been arranged, beginning with
the .annual May Day Festival by
the pupils of the Training School
and ending with the commencement address by Dr. William Lowe
Bryan. president of Indiana University. when 69 seniors will be
graduated.
Every building of -interest on the
campus will be open for visitors;
ad a hearty welcome is offered to
every parent, friend or relative of
students of Murray State College.
The physical education classes,
under the direction of Miss Atliand -Coaches Stewart: Cutchin
sonand Terry, will giste,„ demonstration; on the campus in front of the
auditorium building.
Diving the week Dr. and Mrs.
Carr will be it home to the graduating seniors. The faculty v411
entertain the Class during the week
at the men's dormitory.
The program follows:
Friday 4 p rn, May 25-Annual

OSTIA

10 Weeks' Session Will Close
August 18; Classes Td' Meet
May Day Festival by pupils of
on Saturday.
Training School.
: Friday 3 -Pv -4o-- - May 25-31e.in-_,
Summer school %Olt Start
oriel Program by Allenian and
on June 11.
Wilsonian Societres in Memory of Murray State College
August 18. There will
the late Senator Richard P. Ernst. arid 471rIrend
of the summer
Saturday 8 p. m. May 28-Junior- be only 10 "reeks
term this year, since classes will
Senior Party on the campus.
on Saturday this
Sunday 3 p. m. May 27- me scheduled
make up for the extra
Baccalaureate Sermon by Howard summer to
.
T. Taylor,. Business Manager of two weeks_
The first term of five weeks
Berea College; Music by College
Orchestra7 Chorus and A Capella will end July 14. There will be
about 250 courses offered this sumchoir.
Sunday 4 p. to. May 27-Art Ex- mer.
hibit and Tea on the Mezzanine
The students will have almost
Floor of Library. (From 4-5:30 two weeks vacation between the
p. m....ttte 'Library and Other Build- spring semester and the summer
ings .Will be Open for Inspection.) school, and there will be four
Monday_ 7:30 p. m. May 28-The weeks between the summer school
Department And the fall semester that starts
Education
Physical
will give a Demonstration on the September 17.
Campus in Front of the AuditoriA large enrollment is expected
um.
this summer, consisting of those
-The
28
May
m.
p.
Monday 8:45
in school that are, finishing their
Faculty Reception to the Seniors college work and those -that have
at the Men's Dormitory:
been out teaching who will be
Tuesday 8 p. in.'May -29=-Dr. and back to do college work.
Mrs. Carr will be at home to the
The class schedule will be tke
Seniors'
same this summer as in the reguWednesday 8 p. m. May 30-The
lar semester:.. beginning - izs,, the
Alumni Dinner will be held at
morning at 7:30, and at 1 o'clock
Wells Hall.
in the afternoon, and ending in the
Thursday ft a. m. May 31-Meetat 4:50.
ing of the Board of Regents in evening
,.. Ham Lowe Bryan, President of In.
Pretident's Office.
Thursday 10 a. m. May 31-Com- diana University; mulic by Girls'
mencement Address by Dr. Wfi- and Men's Quartet and College
Band.

DIFFERENT
WILLIAM LEN

AL'

HOTEL
Che of the at treats cf a visit to
Nerrehis aa stay at the William Len
lintel...Entirely different ei its(rent
'tress,its warm haspitality,its men
desire to serve you

enterick of
ever

250 ROOAli.5 WITH BATH
Circulating ice water and fan
in every room
$

AND
UP
•

OTHER
SOUTHWEST HOTELS
MAJESTIC
Hot Spriros Ne..cmai Po,k

Ilif*T1f1JL COFFEE 5801'
Seattle 300

HOTEL MilltrpH
MOTEL LA FAYETTE.
1555, Pock.•rkpne n

Russell's Chapel
Mrs. Floy Wall of Golden Pond.
has beeuruidding friends and refs.
tives in slltis ebreinunity.
and little
Mrs. L. "ICAlexander
daughter, Leslie Frances, and Mrs.
Opal Lassiter, all of Paducah.
spent the day in the neighborhood
visiting relatives.
John Russell is suffering from a
injured hand.
There have been several cases
of measles in this community, but
most every one is about well. Kennettr Creuritt holds the fecord qf
haring eleirgsf Cams.
DIME. sell's Chapel neat Sunday morning at 11 o'clock, (May 201 instead of May 13. Every one come
and bring some one with you.
Mrs. Bert „Garland is ill at this
writing.-J. B.
County Agent C. E. Gabbard,
Menifee county. is giving instructions in use of fertilizer on corn
and tobacco land. as Well as advocating the use of lime.

'newest &gelin

MEMPHI

Work has been started to plant
200 acres of potatoes for market
purposes in Whitley county.

Murray's First . John Mac Meloan's
Department Praised
All-American

iUDSON
ARREE
IIUNDOI

ROSUit

HoMEv

LAND\VATERaWAIR SPEED RECORD

—but only FORD has put OA_
erHE V-type engine sent. rocI ing car down a Florida beach
at 270 miles an hour. It swept a
speedboat along the St. Clair
River at 124 miles an hour. It
flashed an Italian plane through
e. the air at 420 miles an hour.
These are the fastest speed records ever made by man.
You find V-type construction
in the most costly cars built. Only
Ford has pot a V-8 engine in an
inexpensive car. It takes at least
SEE YOUR

iNeapertsim car_

$2500 to buy any other car that
gives you V-8 performance!
Despite the fact that the Ford
V-8 will do 80 and better ...or
travel at ease when the speedometer says 60 ... it is the moss
economical car Ford ever built.
The Ford V-8 gives you free
Jeer wheels-plus
action for
the priceless safety of strong axle
construction.
Before you buy any car at ern:
price, drive the Ford V-8.

NEAREST FORD

"11.411!illiboutv
.

illIalepeers---wWIS•Foa

Sts
•The V-type enatn• Iwo definitely proved Its superiority. It
bolds all speed records.

DEALER

"THE CAR
WITHOUT

A

PRICE'CLAir

•••••

1315 and imp, P.O.B. Der,*. Bossy forme Ansel Iwieseset
Credit Couipauy-the Authorised Ford Fixar Plass
IPPerihriber"P

•Worries talk *bout the beauty
—
and comfort of the Iced
and men talk about Its economy and performance-

urray Educators •
Top -Benton 2-1

The Murray Educators topped
Benton 2-1 in a. smooth, well
played game Sunday afternoon
with Hayes on the mound allowing
only five hits and striking out
five.- Goheen for Benton did as
well allowing four hits and striking mit four.
The game was clean with only
five errors, Benton Making a
It:TifitaY 'four, three of
which were in the seventh that
allowed Goheen to score for the
visitors. The first two innings
were three up ;and three down
while Brinkley scored in the third
after getting on via an error.
and Baker
Warfield
sacrificed
connected for, a single. Scarbrough scored for Murray in the
fourth, after touching Goheen for
a triple.
Setires:
fiRE
Benton
000 000 100
1 5 1
Murray
001 100 000
244

Funeral services for Clayton
Richard Conk. 17 months old infant of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Cook. were held 'Sunday morntng
at 11 o'clock frodi the Nevil's
Creek church. The Rev. J. W.
Nelson was in charge of the services. Burial was in the church
remeterr. The- infant is- survvved
tri) its parents. of Model, Tenn.,
and four grand-parents.

- WHEREAS, he was unselfish of
his time and ability in his ministration to the suffering humanity
of his community, untiring In his
efforts and imbued with the desire
to serve others, and now:
• THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED
that the Southwestern Medical Society deplores his untimely death,
extends its heartfelt sympathy to
his stricken -wife,.. daughter and
Mother, and that in his passing
tie medical profession has lost a
worthy member whose ideals were
always ethical and courageous,

CRIPPLED TOTS
FERA WORKERS IN General.Motors
Plans Big Exhibit
CLINIC MAY 23
MEET IN MURRAY
Calloway County Sufferers Will Be
Taken to Paducah: Senator
Turner Chairman
--Announcement hag heen reads
of- the- free CriniC for rripplr-d children to be--held in the Woliiian's
Club. Paducah. on Wednesday,'May
23. The clinic will be condicted
by the Kentucky Crippled Children
Commission and is-sponsored by
chits in each
committees and
county.
Sen. T. 0. Turner. Murray. assisted by the Rotary Club, is
chairman for Calloway county,
this
children from
Crippled
county are given the opportunity
to receive free examination by a
bone surgeon. br. Orville • Miller,
of Louisville, and the:accompanying offer of hospital and surgical
care with all expense borne by
the state Commission. .„
Free transportation to Paducah.
if needed will be furnished by the
local committee. For further information conpnunfeate- with Senator Turner.
Five years ago, in
only one bushel of
toes were planted.
bushels have been

-Taylor county,
certified potaThis year, 500
planted.

.The Wayne county 4-H baby
beef club work has been launched.
and 10 calves have been placed
for feeding.
-.edema/as

A committee has started the
Sign-up for the Warren County
Dairy Herd Improvement Association. A representative of the Pet
Milk Company, which has a Warren county plant, is assisting'. . •

minutes book.
_ H. H. Hunt,
_
Marshall
E. B. lilon

T. j:

All persons knowing themselves indebted
to the firm of Keys-Houston will please
come forward at your earliest convenience, and make a satisfactory settle;
ment of same.
(Signed) Mrs. Polly G. Keys, Executrix
Dr. E. B. Houston

.16.1••••••-

and
BE IT 'FURTHER. RESOLVED.
that a copy of these resolutions be
mailed tcr the family, one to the
The Ledger & Times, Murray, and
one be spread on the minutes
book of this Society.
,
H. H. Hunt,
T. J. Marshall
E. B. Houston
ResolutiOns of Respect Dr. E. D.
Covington:
WHEREAS God in Hit wisdom
has taken from out midst a true.
faithful, and loving husband, father, and member a our- medical
-profession.
BE IT RESOLVED, that this Association lake cognizance of his
The family. the comdeath.
munity, and this Society feel the
'
irreparable loss.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
this association extend to the bereaved family its deepest sympathy.
A-eopy -et these iesolutions
sent to the family, The Ledger &
Times, and also be spread upon the

LOOKING AHEAD
Upon Today's Preparation Depends
Tomorrow's Success
A COURSE TO MEET YOUR NEEDS
Bookkeeping
Shorthand
Civil Service
Accounting
Finance
Auditing '
Commercial LaW
Secretarial
Combined,
Commercial Teaching
Check Course? Sign Below and Mail This Ad for
Complete Information

Toler's Business College
Claude C. Toler,'LL. B., Pres.
Paris, Tenn.

Isn't it Worth a few cents a day
to heep it fresh and wholesome?
NE out of every four dollars you spend goes

O

for food. And ten cents out of every one of
these dollais is later wasted due to food spoilage!
When you consider that adequate refrigeration
would prevent most of this costly waste, you can
readily see that an Electsic Refrigerator is an actual
economy, not an expense. In fact, many users tell us
that their Electric Refrigerator has more than paid
for itself.
Ask us or ANY DEALER co show you in actual
figures how you, too, can economize with Electric
Refrigeration and at the same tinsgstijay_nes_am•
veniences and added health protection.'Phone today.
nietnher that waiting is wasting.
13,

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT AND POWER

Mittray, Kentucky

11.4.4e,"
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SETTLEMENT NOTICE

SUMMER SCHOOL OPENS
JUNE 4,_1934

KE
!RS
DT

year to any addrees
$2.00 other than
above.
• -

---- Volume CI1; No. 20.

RESOLUTIONS

Address

E,

A

Stewart Coniatlea.

Measure 1933
. Tobacco Acreage

Name

crowttI
-41

o

- FRANKFORT, Ky., May' 10.-The
A great nation-wide exhibition
expenditure for papers used for
of General Motors products will
state purposes was $19,955.18 less Guests of College and Rotary be staged throughout the country
In the last fiscal year than in the
the week of June 2 to 9. inclusive.
Club at All-Day Programs
year ending June 30, 1932, it is
The program calls for holding,
Thursday.
disclosed in a report on the State
simultaneously, sixty exhibits, each
Thtibtnifted te - The 'F'irst Distrid -TERA meet- • entriplete -showing -housed - under
Goyernor Reidy La4en by. State ing was held at Murray in the- col. a single recd.-in, thia...sixty.-eities.of
Inspector and Examiner Nat B.
the United States. Each exhibition
, lege auditorium last Thursday for will last a full ,week. Adtnission
Sewell.
plans
'
will be free.
John M. Meloan, superinten4ent the purposet of considering
The period' June---tr-bas- also
relative to the administration of
Of printing. is commended in t
report for economies effected in relief funds. The entertainment been dedicated to General Motors
per purchases The paper bill of the -Morning was provided by at the Century of Progress Expoof the state in the last fiscal year the milsie and physical education sition at Chicago.
totalled $45,032.74 as compared department •,f the college. After
with ;64,987.92 the preceding year. registration mut the invocation
Despite the fact that contract by the Rev. 0. A:- Marrs, Dr. John
prices on paper are much higher W. Carr welcomed ;tie members.
than the preceding year, expendi- Supt. Marion Rust of Hickman
At the request of the AAA. the
tures have totalled only $31.154.14 County responded.
A number of the principal Community Committeemen have
In the first nine months of the
year's
present year; indicating, the report speakers for the day were absent; begun the measuring of last
points out, that the state's paper including Thornton Wilcox, state fire-cured arceages qn farms selected at random over the dark-fired
bill will be less than the $50,000 administrator; and - Murris
appropriated for this item of ex- Wright. director field operation. countiiS.
This survey has-been adopted by'
Miss Katherine Jasper, state "canpense.
sultant. substituted for Mrs. Lucy the AAA as a-anethod whereby it
Washbon. associate administrator. may check acreage as furnished in
The
She spoke on relief problems. Wil- the adjustment coptracts.
liam Lyqns. district supervisor, 1933 acreage of other types of toAdopted by the Southwestern substituted for Capt. A. M. Woody. bacca is also being checked.
Kentueky4 Mhdleal Society on the director commodity distribution.
deaths of Dr. Ben B. Keys and Dr.
Twelve Jefferson county homeOthers absent were: Miss Oneta
E. D. Covington.
makers have iad books on home
Liter, 4nd Russell. Cook.
Resolutions of Respect on the
Prof. J. S. Pullen spoke on the adjustments and 20 have read
death -.of Dr. Ben Keys, and Dr E. control of insects and plant dis- articles. '
D. Covington, were .adopted and eases. His address was given to
Dew Drop litinualey
Five Lawrence county farmers
by the :Southwestern the garden supervision group, for
approved
Miss Dew Drop Brumley, stuKentucky Medical Society:
whom he outlined the fundamen- obtained- 15 tons of lime for $2 a
dent of Murray State College, was
Murray, Kentucky, is mourning tals of gardening and spraying. ton, hauled from West Virginia.
basketball'
All-American
named
Other speakers it:Lelia-led* E. E.
player after her participating In the loos of one of its hailiesigitred
the national tournament at Wichi- citizens as well as a most dis- Pittman, and Mrs Georgia Salota, Kan., this spring. MiSs Brum- tinguished and prominent member man. The members of the FERA
,..in the present were served luncheon in
ley is the first student ever to re- of the -medical profession,
nt death of Dr. Ben Keys, the dining room of Wells ,Hall. and
ceive this bailor.
who passed to the Great Beyond music was furnished by • the college girls' instrumental trio.
on February 24, 1934 and.

Cook Infant
Burial Sunday
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- - TAX COLLECTORS SALE OF LAND- FOR Rowland- Mrs. Harry, 24 acres
Utterback, Mrs. P A. 1.--lots
DELINQUENT,ST 4.TF. AND COVNTY
Stubblefield, Aim, 59 acres...
TAXES
Tharp, Jessie. 1 lot' -•Le
vorea- far didlaasseli Ada erne AMMO taxes, Pealue17JS lilicisM
EAST MU
.RRA
Sahni4
Y11°411

-

1913''34..se Ontsit, bisit- R.-14, ao we. _____ _________
erica lasewbera, In this couat19311.412.03: UP $11.37
108 433.00 Singleton W Rs irkle'd), 31 iser*
'rho eneollses and !wester* wore -14.01.118: 1933. 3.11.50
Slone Mrs. Bert It mere" l•- 16. .....4-..-- IOU h3.7a*/.iasnuelia lis.,
47-16diesellea4 of-101r-'- •
eartAckaISIA.•
142 01631V1,113;
Tabora, Omit St ter*
/Uwe and were asked to send
/940 *74
..•
••
19111 1E75
specimens t. the aDe_
1* 21196
.139936.80 Turner. hank 1.., 43 semi -------------- 1010. $80.10; 11,
Be Wm. He Maeda, Jr.
r•••
:
'
-part/tient laboratories. The vari1933 31830
..,
, .4- 1331 15.10 thiderwood, .1., Brock 35 acres
ant phases of the talk;ewe mt.
Cox, A. J., 30 acres
"
- 1333 $4-81
.
The newcomers to Camgr Murray
follenrieg awned paratins so Map fil. 1•14, same ides Iowa Ilkaliey. Bourland,
illustrated by slides and ---Watson, S. B., V acres
Nat, 44 ieret, _
$7.35 are rapidly adjusting themselves quotoly
1333
crodtit
413.40
-)
1933,332.39;
tha sousay eourt hews deer, between Use hears 0 We and iraer
coosiderabie interest was aroused
Black, J. W., 90 _acres
Curd, Houston, 21 acres,
1632
$33.38
0.14
lin.
to
as
well
as
program
to
the
work
&sleek P. M. A mere coniplete description of the lands Mid lots may
In this branch of forestry.
Floyd, Mrs. Harriet, 10 acres,
1933 $1.48; 1932 $1.75 Marine, Cliff, It acres
1933 $187; credit 34.37 camp life. The work groups have
be found
the take of the county court clerk of Calloway _comity. Ovecbey, Mrs. B. 6,..
Mr. Monk later vitited several
47 acres- - •
1033 $30.97, credit $22.117 CITY OF HAZELthe
and
strength
expanded to full
of
the work pdojects of this com1983 $13.79 Wright, W. J., 1 lot
AMOUNTS Doi rip TAXES SHOWN BELOW DO NOT INCLUDE Shelton, T. G., 29 litres
field
1083 3E0 morning departures for the
pany
and made photograps for ofEvans,
Hobart,
20
acres
.,__,...
EnVIII,
.1.•
A.,
1933-0310
1 lot
11PLAILTIElt,
ADVERTISING COOTS, ETC.
HOD $6.11; 111011 $4.13 consist of trttek loads of enthusias- tidal and semi-official use.
New York Life Insurance Centrieny„0acres•
' 1933 $34.00 Jones, Chas J. 9 aerie, 1 lot
tic lads eager to do their bit in the
0478
UM
$330;
103
CLINT DIUNKARD, Ex-Sheriff of Calloway County
Wells, G. Cleve, 20 acres
1933 $4.37 Nance, R. A.. 3 lots
program. An
.,1903 M.* nation's conservation
and Tex Collector. Herndon. J. T.. 35 acres
1933 0.75;1932 32.43 Oliver, R. A., 2 lots
1913 312.96; 1932 $6-56 example of this interest is found
accomplishCITY OF MURRAY
WEST MURRAYOliver, B. E., 1 lot
1911$ KU; 1032 $4•37 in the record breaking
Anderson, J. A., 40 acres
ment of the crew under Foreman
We cannot express thanks
1933 $27.55 Palmer, E. E., 1 lot
,
aa.
1$3111.75;
Beach, C. 0., 116 acres
1932
$3.50
1933, $3426 Bagwell, -Mrs. Eliza.
English which recently built 29 enough to our dear .friends and
40 acres
1933 $15.74; 1932
933 3m
--17.0
73
0 •Osbron, W. C., 3 acres
$3.50
1932
Hart and Willard, 6 3-4 acres,
103 $9.18; 1932 $10.50; 1931 $1032 Barnes, Mrs. D. C., 2 acres
neighbors who were to .good and
new type dams in one day.
Adams, Genie, 24 acres
1933 $7-35
Beaks, Jas., 1
d to us during tha-illtless and
. :
.
7.. _1_90,
1933_36 50 Beale & Hatton, 1 acre
,, ... 53__ciX32
,
..61
563
0c Lawrence, Tom A., 00' acres
We regret to note at this writkl.PW!fillS.A. 1933 39.18
of our Aliso -.Mother and -Barnett-I. r...-• and itam*);-4lob
ACrer_ ,'Lyme,;- jots
13$3 *LK 1021.0i99 Bradshaw & farvis, 250-acres -- - •
1912 $5.68 159 that Culley- Beteterit
Edwards, James. 1 acre -- - ___e______----1933 13.67 Kuykendall, 0. L., 1 lot
10 foreman and instructor of Enjr- grandmother, Mrs. J. W. Boswen,,,
Fise-wer. Irve. 1 lot
'
" 1011 *al
$18.75
1933
Fair, Cord's B„ 4 1-2 as .....
1933 $15.14 Morris, Mrs. J. P., 1-lot
Rah is confined to the Mason HosWe also wish to thank Dr. Miller
Brown, Chas., 1 kit
1932 $5.25
103 920-0.
pi
Chas.. C., 1B.10
41:1 sams
....___ , 19331933
,
31wIllimtet
,44.1244.14.3
i93 1h
,3,30;
as
$2227
pital as the result of a minor for his faithful efforts. Bro. R.
9
1,33
; 102
c
930.302.
recli
$2:103.502050
ts
i Oliver, R. A., 3 lots.
1932 $6.58
arsari, S. B. and L M.•2 lots. __.:___-../e-,.._
1011L WO hays, W.
operation.
Gregory for his consoling meg;
Oliver, 13. X, 1 lot
1932 34.37
Burtoa, Mist X L. 1 10 „„„
.,__ • 130,110.12; 1932 310.50 Westherford,
--............IIIN IMO Hopkins, Mrs. V. G., 44 acres ____,
Religious services last Sunday sage, the donors of the flowers,
ata-nr.
Finis, I kit
--1339
32.30
Carr, W. B. *acres
morning were conducted by Mr. and „ the Gilbert-Doran Funeral
INS $8r.16 Johnson. J. Z., 2 lots
..
CONCORDJot* Ms. Henry, 1 lot
1933 $38,87
e ,
Lee of the Church of Christ 'who Home.
Curd, Mrs. Dale, 1 lot
Mb $11//0 Langsion,
Outland, Mrs,
Mrs. Amite, 10 acres
Ilia H., 1 lot
1932 30.52 substituted for the.. Rev. H. W.
When sickness and death comes
Daniels. Mrs. M. E. 4 1-2 acres
1023 37.04
Adams, Rudell,'45 acres
Millar, Rota. A., 54 acres
103 $7.35; 193'2 19.50 Riggs in his absence. An excep- to your tome may each of you a
Dl, Jas. P. 105 acres
WTI
-..
Albritten,
Ifferray Golf and Country Club, 41 acres
F. W.. 92- germs
1333-$22.-36;- ultrigum
1933 $13.78 tionally large group was present have the same kindness shown
1933 saran 1033 $8•50
Vim*, Jack 1 lot
...Allen, Theodora, 51 serve
Thos- ir.. eft. Onyxes and 1 lot 1933 $21.14 and Mr. Lee's talk was thorough- you is our prayer -Mr. and Mrs.
Gardner, J. B., 1 lot
1933 310.0U Pointe+
.1933 $915; 122
"Sowlett. Joe, 2 lots
:9
93312
0-.00
V Coleman, Frank, 7"acres
1933 3414 ly enjoyed. This was the first of G. E. Wilkinkon. Mr. and Mrs.
Greden, Joe. 40 acres
1933 31E37; 1932 317.50 Summers,
Lottie Doran Miller, 1 lot
Crutsber. W. ht., 88 acres
1033 -0.19; 1932 $13.00 the religious services to be held Uoyd Wilkinson. .
Hart, Mrs. A. B. 1 lot
$1•50 Watkins, Mrs. Lena, 1 lot
1933 $20.00 Hendon, J. Thomas, 13 acres
.,_ 1933 37.10 at the new hour, 8:30 A. M.
McCuidon. Mrs. Aline 1 lot'
_ _
11933193 Young. Mrs. r. g., ;1 lot _.
1933 $43.73 Hodges, J. B.. 474 acres
At a mass meeting last Tuesday
1903 3124,01; 1932 3138.88
Nichols, R. F. 1 lot
Claude McReynols, an Allen
1933 $3.06 Brinn,
Chas. 75 acres _
_ __ 1932 $31.84 Housden. Mrs. L P. 93 acres
Parker. Joe T. 5 acres and 7 loots
1933 $11-03 evening. Lieutenant Zupko intro-. county sheep raiser, obtained good
'fli33 387.56; 1932 $72.70 Gilbert. Walter,
180 acres
1933 $80.65; $1932 $59.50 Jamerson, A. D., 08 acre,
Thompson, Mrs. Adelia, 1 lot
1933 $23.64 duced the Educational Advisor who results frcim_faseding straight le.
1933, $17.50; 1932 bal $30.51 Hale, Mrs. Mary B., 1 lot
•••L
1933 $2.03; 1932 $2.82 Kimbro. Austin, 94 sieriii-Wain John. deceased. 1 lot
1933 $5.52 explained the educational pro- gume hay, and tittle corn immedi1933 $22.50
Kimbro, J. J, 20 acres
Weatherly, J. FL. 1 lot
1933 $8.01; 1030 s9.50 gram of the camp. Great interest ately before and after lambing.
1933 $11.50 COLORED-WEST MURRAYWallis, J. T., 40 acres
•1933 $4,33 Kline, G. P.. 172 imarer
1938 $20.42: 1032 0195 in this phase of camp activity is
1932 $2.62 Crouse, Noah, 2 1-2 acres
Sam Savage has built the first
Schroadee,,Jobn
1933 $6.83, credit $4.00 Lax, Cleve B., 51 acres
1333 $11.87 being displayed by the new men.
1 lot
1032, 50c Wells, Wilburn, AZ acres
William Mason Memorial Hoilipital. 1 lot
1933 $29.75 Thom's, A. C. Jr., 38 acres
''4933 $473.50 Jones, Mrs. Henry, 1 loot
1932 320.40 Chaplain Jones followed with a brick brooder in Russell county
Culhun. Jas. A.. 25 acres
'1933 $14.00 Meadow, Mrs. F. 0., 90 BMW
1333-$7-35 Kenip, F. P., 50 acres
1933, $14.70 brief welcome address and intro- since the appointment of County
Hart, C. H., 1 lot
Travis..and lass 390
1933 $9.75 Meadow Nellie 180 acres
1163 $18.37 rhiction to the religious and wel- Agog, a
1333 $7.50, 1932 3.1•39 Mekigin & Dulaney, 1 lot
fare activities of the cap' ••••
chicks.
-1933 $2.41 MolnindrO, A. -P., Adsn, 34 air&
NMI. Man Sudie. 4 lots
1933 $53.5(k 1932 $68.50 Outland, E. S.. 1 lot
1933 $22.05
Jiiiiia. &drop.. I lot
1933 $6.00 Moore, Mrs. L. E., 112 aerie
The Camp Murray Cubs were
1933 0
0-00 Spann. Cross, Jr., 1 /0i
110 $13.79; 1932 $18,09; 1930 Bal. $3.24
Mauston. Mrs. J• E. (Verdian) 25 333691
gamcearhopf
yir mfe
irtstthe
Moore Heirs,
68 acres
1933 $12.00 LIBERTY- L,
tameno _roe
40 aerise sees 7_0_1_______________________________________________________ tvhiectortouseehshmin
J.. Ansahnieuartic
Newberry. W: B. 72 acres
They
1933 $37.72; 1932 $42-63 Boyd, Henry W.. 1 1-2 acres
103 $5.72 McClure, J.
1111311se, William, 2 lots a-- •
at the local
1323 $18.30 Burkeen.'intelili L., 80 acres
1933 $11.69; $13-88
histrbie Works 1 let
nd
e
afternoont ath
103 $33.80 Daniels, Geo. _W., 160 acres
1933 $29.51; 1932 $23_57 Boyd Mrs. Lydia arid R. C. 34 acres 1932 27.87 f"d
defeat4It
ed lailthrdaY
W. W., 6 iota
_
1908 0139; 1932 347.50 Dyer. T. Gray: 31 acres
1933 38.18; $1932 $7.7b Ferguson. Linn 100 acres
$
McInteer. Jesse, 1 lot,
13190Wning of the game no one Convenient
1933 31.3.10 Haynes, W. A. 60 acres_
1933 $24.00 Gusadnapals & Trizst Co 03- acres
1933 519413 would venture to predict the win- BUSSES LEAVE MURRAY
Parker. R. B. Sr.. 1 lot
1933 318.30 Holland, K L.. 33•-iscrete=-__1933 *el Haajkr- Walter 0, 75 acres
TO1932 $36.13 ner but the Cubs displayed conPatnugg Mrs. Vzviaii, l'911139191933, 74c Lee, 10T.-/er J., 40 acres
1233 $--- Hendon, J. Thos. 13 acres
1932 $0.12 sistent skill both in the field and Paducah:8 A. IS., 11 A. M.; 5 F. M.
Philliors,.Linsa, 1 lot
1933 $8.00 Miller. G. IS.. 64 acres ------..enema1933 31730; 1932 $17.37 Barnes, Mrs. Nettie. 60 acres ---.........
....
1332 $2.75 at bat and were -'abbe to pile up
Phillips. C.. 77 acres
Hopkinsville: 7.45 A. It, 2 P M.
1333 $16.54 Morris, Wyman, 1 lot
11131 $6.00; 1933. $7.115, credit 0.47 Crabtree, Mrs. Myrtle, 15 acres
T
19* $1.113; 1931, $1.75 this favorable more.
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1933 $17.50 McCuiston, Toy. 1
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Hooper, Will L., 98 Seres
1932
31.75: 1931 $3.50
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11‘00110. Ron I lot 1933 $13.43 Puckett, Walter G., 39 acres
a lecture by Pahl V. Moak, plant Pails: 7:45 A. IS.; 2 I'. M.
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pathologist frOm the Department
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of Agricuktute, Washington. Mr.
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'
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1932 $20•95 Andrus. J. IS., 2 acres
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1933 34.79
Angle,. G. Ft., 100 acres
Edwards. Leslie, 1 lot
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Sam, 70 acres
1933 $18.37
Mrs. E. C. 39 acres
Edwards, Dennie Acre, 2 lots
- 1933 $8.25
HI B.. 64 acres
, Farmer, McClellan, I lot
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Garland, Thos. 1 lot
1933 $4.35
1933 $15V; 1832 $11131 Curd. Webb, 2 acres
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1933 $88.13
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Gress, Susan, 1 lot
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1933 $13.52 Perry, Willis, 20 acres
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Root*
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DIST. OF HAZEL WHITEa-day trips)
1933 $7•77
McGehee. Lein, 1 lot
..._
1933 14.60; 1982 04-09
1933 $4.36
Buchanan, Joe, 15 acres
_ _ 1932 310.50 Gorden. Joe A, 1 lot
McGehee. Mrs. Pala, 1 kit
6. Personally. Conducted Trip Through the- ...Fa;:
1933 0-00
...
1932 $1.75
acres
Palmer, lisr rid. 3 lots
1932 $8.75 Coleman, T. E., 3 lots
Grounds. (Full explanation of points of in1933 $3.50 Edmonds) Qctie. 27
1332 .87
Evans, Mrs. Emma. 37 acres
Patten, Aretrene, 1 lot
1988 $11.00; credit $5.13 Dodd, Mrs. M. J., 1 lot
terest by our guides)
1933
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34.59;
A..
Gorden,
1
lot
932
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34
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Graham, Luther, 20 acres
103 015
Perry. Taylor. 1 lot
1933 $7.00
7.
'Map
of Fair Grounds ,giving all places of inter,...,19.3_3:4:23
:301:as Barris. W. F.. 55 acres
1932 30.00
Perry, Horweard. 1 lot
_.... ________ _____ . 1933 $22.75 'Jileitson, Chas. 3L, 1 lot
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1
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acres
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$31.49
1932.
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1932 $9.97
Ma.
son. Mrs Amanda:23--acres
prichett, Mrs Jessie, 1 lot
Entrance Tickets to Three of the Following:
1933'330.63 Stringer, atse'Mary E, 1 lot
(Two for three daily trips)
Rom. Dave. 1 lot '
102 0.80
I.
lot
MOM'
BObbie,
111th
1933 $0.87 Barnett, M. L. 2 lots
'403
(a) Village of the Black Forrest: lb) Horticultural-Carden
Rowlett, Jno., 1 It
1933 $5.50; 1932 050 SW ANN
and Floral Exhibit; )c) Old England-Very historical; id'
1933 $4.se Brandon. Reed. 80 acres
Rowlett, K A., 1 lot
and spend the day.
1933 $46.73
Tunisia-"Land of the Bedouines.- (e) Colonial
Village or
1933 no9 Bruce, Logan. 40 acres „
Rowlett, X. 1.e., 1 lot
Lama
Temple or Fort Dearborn,
progrant•
published
The
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be
$10.30
1.933
la.
Scruggs. John, 1 lot
Grand
Theatre
1933 $5.50 'Clack, Mrs. _Caine, 1 acre_
next
week
if
Program.
possible.
(One you will always re1933 $0.91
Singleton, John B. anal Jas.„ 1 lot
GremaeLmitebeart)Rid.
•
1993 $5.00; 1932 $5.00 Cochran. •Chesley Z. i6.Acse.s
1933 $14.41: 1932 $16.50
Smith, Virgil. 1 lot '
1933 991)9; 032 $aw Dick,-„Ino. W... 27 acres 7
A Warren county Kiwanis club
10.
On Fourth Sunday, May 27. there
e.on S. ST Roosevelt.
- 1933 $5.97; 1932 $8.12
Stone. Baldey, 13 iieriet med 1 lot Across the lake if preferred. (All trips of four days or mot"'
litiF
11.00
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1 2 ,6
' 20. acres . •
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1933 ,
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Mary Alici . 1 lot
11. Big Chicago Sightseeing Tour.
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-31 93
nk
1913 $2364 New Hope church celebrating the pounds. of certified seed potatees,
• -..
- --ifrekl. Elimo. 1 lot
Guides.la explain (all trips of 5 days or more)
1933 0.50; 1932 16.50 Hays. Oscar, 46,ieres ,
__
1933 $19 77 fiftieth anniversary of the organi- and the boys agreed to return 150
12. Personal. service in arranging programs,for
Willis, Mervin, 1 lot
harvest.
__$1 74 Hill.193 -Wiine, 89 Ceres
YOr
1932 38 00 zation of the chorcli and Sunday - pounds at
Willis. Ben. 1 lot.
free time.
i
School at this place. The annual
1923 400; 1932 $6.50 Kelley. Chas. W.. 95.acros _
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be
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Day
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wil
Sunday
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_ • -•
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1933 $I 50 Sims.. Jno. W. 69 acres
this page)
Twenty tons of limestone screen_
___ _93.-1.i
1
•
1932 34097
13. Personal Conductor for these peogrants.
Wells, Hertie, 1 lot
observed on this day.. An inter109 KW, 1932 1350''Cooper. Chesley, •.M acres
193.3 $4.63 esting program is being planned ings have been used in Harlan
Wells, Carl, 1 lot .
14. No jamming cots. Usually two large comfoxta1)
_______ 19330--$L0; 1932 $4.50 Miller. Arthur, 7 acres _:.
county an done car load of Mas_ 1333 $2,57 for the entire day beginning at
Futrell. Hentas, 1 lot
cot limestone has been sold.
-double beds per room. (Fewer with small ad
s
- 1032. 50t Miller, Oriander. 33 acres.
_. ____________ _ _ .__.
1933
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raalloway, Aaron. dee& I lot.
10 A. M.
ditional cost) •
' 1932. See McLeod. Mrs. F. 1., I lot
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$2.83;
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$14.12
Gardner, Peter. decd... 1 lot
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Motor
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15EPARTMENT
TR AS
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Pohner. David- assdkAp93ler-1 10
THROUGH
1932 $1',9 Scott, Vada and Belle. 50 acres
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1932 $2.30
.._.
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---......-.
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any
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,......
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-,
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FRESH FRUIT ICE CREAM
The Popular Dessert Tonight

•

To make a good meal taste better, serve Goldbloorn Ice Cream for dessert!
It climaxes the dinner with justl the right touch, and in addition it's a healthful
food.

_

A General Motors Yalu,

fee 4 blocks
from Grant
Pork ta,
ich
(

fntrance.
the hnri
Gnus*

Try serving it a different way for a change. With sliced and crushed -fresh
strawberries. Or iheaped over with sweet-and-runny strawberry preserves. Or
buy it in the famous Frozen Calve Roll and serve it plain or with tempting hot
fudge sauce.

depar

S.

'CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY,* DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Compare Chetreiet's tow diligent'prices and eery G.M.44:C. terms

,s the North

mall ad -

11

1700 FINEST WOR1.65 FAIR
ROOMS EACH WITH BATH

Its advertising, "Drive it only _5 miles"? Very frankly,
here's the reason: Chevrolet engineers have tried out all the
various makes of cars in today's low-price field. They have compared
performance-on rough roads,in traffic, over hills, through sand and
--mid and water! And they have-proved, to their complete satisfaction, the same things that hundreds of thousands of Chevrolet owners"
are proving in their daily driving. The Chevrolet ride simply can't
be matched by any other in the low-price field. That's why we urge
you to "Drive it only 5 miles"-and that's why we promise, "you'll
never be satisfied with any other low-priced car."

ro-t.

FULLY-ENCLOSED
KNEE-ACTION WHEELS

There's a.Dealer in Your Neighborhood

CASUI-CONTROLLED
BRAKES

Se HORSEPOWER
SO Miles Per Hour

OH WITH A CHEVROLET SIX
HOTEL

INCOOPORATILD.

Tenth and Monroe
-

L Poplar

_

Paducah, Ky.
-won

er-Purdom Motor Co., Inc.
SHERMAN, Weit Main Farm
Street
Murray, Kentucky,

•••••••., •

..*
•••••••

_
-

:

-
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Calloway
County
Court
The Murray Tigers split a sey: Miss Margaret Carson. Xirkabout 39 per cent 'over the price
Clerk's office.
It is indeed a pleasure to extend to you our
paid at the same time. a year ago. double-header with the McKenzie sey; Mr. and Mrs. Claud Ctinning"fie
11111111111
For the purchase price the purHigh School nine last Eriday ham. Kirksey; Mr. and Mrs Ray
The value of this commodity. se
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chaser
must
GS. We only wish we could greet each
execute
bond with
afternoon winning the first tilt Owens. Benton; Mr. and Mrs.
far, has been left to the natural
of you personally on your achieving one of the
6-4 and 'dropping the-second by Robert Towery. Kirksey; son and approved securities, bearing legal
first
workings of the law of supply and
interest from the day of sale unthe long score of 20-I. The games daughter of Mr_ John. Nanney.
milestones. You should be proud indeed of your
demand and very probably will
of til paid, and, having the force and
were
two
seven-inning affairs with Farmington; Mr. and Mrs. Howard
continue to be so. It ranks„among
educational background and more proud still of
Gordon Phillips winning the first Haney and Mr. and Mrs. Prentice effect of a judgment Bidders will
the highest leaders_ in the price
be prepared to comply promptly
those who made it possible for you to achieve this
tilt with a home run with a maxi Fulton of Kirksey; Boy
Some-back of agricultural products,
.11pwlin& with these terms.-George S. Hart,
end.
ettd--14--11 our personal opinion that on Ease in the final frame. Faughrt Charleston. Mo.: Henry Lawrence, Master Commissioner.
also counted a homer.
Charleston,
There is only one way to keep perishable foods pure and %holeMo.:
Mr.
and
Mrs Fred
long before the closing of the
The visitors touched the Tiger Burkstaller, Wyatt. Mo.; Mr.
present year. the value of milk
and
some and that is to store them in an ice bos. IA here the temper' ...Graduation events and socials ca11 for Many
moundsmen for numerous hits Mrs. Geo. Manon and
will climb still higher.
daughter.
ature never varie- There are an periods. o hen the box beduring
the
dress events. Have your garments prepared efficsecond
Ellen.
game
and
Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Ryal
three
SIndoubtedly, hundreds of Cellocomes oartn when natural ice is used-no mechanical contriv-4W county farmers and those in home runs. Coach Holland startedl and twins. Dorothy Ann and
iently, thoroughly ...
anees to get out of order.
liajoining territories are showing Dunn and placed Allbritten in for Charles of Charleston, Mos Mr.
an inning in the third. Fanghn and Mrs. Leslie Walker and
splendid judgment` in planning
daughCalloway Circuit Court
-SEND THEM TO THE
their future dairy programs. Every- relieved Allbritten in the fourth. ter. Thelma. of Carbondale. III.; The Federal Land Bank of
where -one goes. She fact is evi- Bagwell was the hitting luminary Charles Reeves, St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. Louisville.
dent that more good young heifers. for the Tigers in second with three and Mrs. Charles Hanley, Bob
Plaintiff.
ICE REFRIGERATION DOES NOT ROB FOOD
especially those sired by good straight hits. Friday's game closed Hanley, Ellen Hanley, Ramona
Vs. Judgment
the
Tiger's
season
of
eight
Hanley
games.
and
Frances
Of ITS FLAVOR!
purebred bulls. are being -kept for
Hanley.
Cornelia Spiceland, non resident;
Howard Handley and Miss Au- L. L Spiceland
future herd replacements and gradand wife, Estelle
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NOTICE
tumn
Russell of Kirksey Route 2, Spiceland, non resident;
ual, %pension. Thus. as we pull
40O per 100Iba. at Plant;_50c per 1061bs. Delivered
C. E
were
married at the home of the Spiceland arid
)ut of the doldrums of depression.
wife, Blanche
This is to notify the public that bride's father. 'Mrs. Handley
ris even the most pessimistic are
is Spiceland, non resident. and L J.
"ICE IS STILL THE- CHEAPEST REFRIGERANT
forced to stubbornly admit. we.are 1 have set my an, Newton Rms. the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Spiceland.
a
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doing-these men who are con- sett, free. lila will no longer he Russell and Howard is the son of
,
Defendants.
sistently .following a program of responsible for his debts or con- Mr. and • Mrs. Frank Handley of
By 'virtue of a judgment and
tracts. lids May 17. 1934.-N. Y. Kirksey Rbute 2.
ronservativ
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e herd expansion will
many order of sale of the Calloway CirIf you 'haven't a good refrigerator, try one of our
lip friends wish them success.
profit through increased sales and Bassett.
cuit Court, rendered at the April
•
‘alues of dairy products as well as
COOI-ERATOFtS
on . increased values of the herd.
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Murray Tigers
-Split Games
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NATURAL ICE

PRESERVES FOOD PERFECTLY

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

and It's Cheaper!

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
AND ICE COMPANY

WHO •SAYS THERE'S NO DIFFERENCE
IN MOTOR OHS?
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These plople--teied-Gtilf-lube againstfamottt
25c oils Now read what they say ...

II

ME 41147. FURTHER
BEFORE I HAD TO

T-24%,-MORE
MILES OUT OF
GULF-LUBE BEFORE
MY 01L-LEVEL
DROPPED A QUART."

ON GULF-LUBE

BEFORE '- A QUART
VAS CONSUMED."

ADD A QUART."

-This owner saYs:7--- 1.7 MILES TO THE GALLON
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Check Your Motor Car Judgmont
Get This Book!

Mr. Lewis T. Mclzitosh, Brooklyn, Mts. Lee Kerner,
Winston•Salem. )4r. J. D. Bowden, Atlanta, Ga.
N.Y.-Studebaker owner.
N. G.-Chrysler C/Aratl.
Plymouth owner.

Each of these motorists made two trips to some distant point.
gr-NN the -first trip they timid one--of
kJ the wc11-kposso 2.5c oils : On.
the second trip they used Gulf-lube.
cut-ttleit-e41-ceassunption from ,2170 to .51%!

- irch to Garkibe--tbe-oll that
best 3, other famous 25c ofts in the

- sEE IT..HIVE IT..BEFORE YON BOY ANY CAE

A-AA Indianapolis"high-mileage" test.
Pa,c down -nit treSta . . .
'bet
lubrication! 25c a lout Pius Tax
0 me. suss suirtnom; CO,PI TIIINAMON. PA.

a

GULF-LUBE...the "high mileage" motor, oil

•

tit

What do you want in the motor car you
buy? What have you • right to expect?
The Pontiac "Check and Double Check"
book will tell you. It enables you to
check and double check motor car values
point by point. Peeyour own •etisfaction and ccotecdoe, get sad us• this book
before you buy any cur. Come in and get
yours today-irs FIRKE-or write direct
to Pontiac Motor campetiy.Pontiac,Mich.

GET A PONTIAC EIGHT FOR YOU MONEY!

L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY Inc.
L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY
Paducah,
Kentucky

108-10 North Seventh Street
MAYFIELD, :
: :
KENTUCKY
S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY
Paris,
-:
:
Tennessee
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